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GET SWEET LOOT WITH A 
2016 ONECARD

ACTIVATE YOURS ONLINE 
AT R1.CO.NZ/ONECARD

FLASH YOUR 2016 
ONECARD AT ANY
OF THESE FINE
BUSINESSES AND 
SAVE CA$H MONEY!

AMAZON SURF,  
SKATE & DENIM
10% off full-priced items*

BOWL LINE
2 games of bowling for $15*

CAPERS CAFE
2 for 1 gourmet pancakes*

COSMIC
10% off all in-store items*

LUMINO THE DENTISTS
$69 new patient exams and 
x-rays, plus 10% off further 
treatments*

NANDO’S
Free regular peri-peri chips with 
every flame-grilled chicken, 
wrap, pita or burger*

QUEST
10% off all non-sale items*

STIRLING SPORTS
12.5% off all non-sale items

THE POOLHOUSE 
CAFE & BAR
$9 for 1-hour pool table hire*

VOID CLOTHING
10% off all non-sale items

ALTO CAFE
Any two breakfasts for the price of one 
Monday - Friday, 7am - 11.30am

BEAUTÉ SKIN BAR & 
BEAUTY CLINIC
$45 brazilians, $20 brow shape, $45 spray 
tans + 10% off any full price service or product

BENDON
Free wash bag with purchase over $50*

CRUSTY CORNER
$5 BLTs, Monday - Friday

ESCAPE
20% off regular-price games*

FILADELFIOS GARDENS
1x medium pizza, 1x fries, and 2x pints of 
Fillies Draught or fizzy for $40, Sun-Thurs

FRIDGE FREEZER ICEBOX
15% discount off the regular retail price

GOVERNOR’S CAFE
$6 for a slice, scone, or muffin  
and a medium coffee

HALLENSTEIN BROTHERS
20% off full price product in-store

HELL PIZZA
Spend $20 or more and receive either free 
wedges, dessert pizza, or a 1.5L drink

LONE STAR
10% discount + Book your 21st with 
us in 2016 and get $6 tap beers, 
house wines and house spirits*

MEGA ZONE
Buy two games of mini golf or 
laser tag and get a third free

OMBRELLOS KITCHEN & BAR
$15 Ombrellos Big Breakfast / Big Vege*

OUTSIDE SPORTS
15% off rental, 15% off workshop, and 
10% off retail (full price items only)

PEAK PHYSIQUE FITNESS STUDIO
10% off all classes

PHONE SURGEONS
10% off all phone, tablet, & computer repairs

PITA PIT - GEORGE ST
Buy any petita size pita and get  
upgraded to a regular

PIZZA BELLA
Lunch size pizza & 600ml Coke range for 
$10 - or - any waffle and coffee for $10

POPPA’S PIZZA
Free garlic bread with any 
regular or large pizza*

RAPUNZEL’S HAIR DESIGN
$99 for pre-treatment, 1/2 head of foils or 
global colour, blow wave & H2D finish  
- or - 20% off cuts

RELOAD JUICE BAR
Buy any small juice, smoothie, or coffee 
and upsize to a large for free*

ROB ROY DAIRY
Free upgrade to a waffle cone 
every Monday & Tuesday

SHARING SHED
$5 off all tertiary-student hair cuts

SUBWAY
Buy any six-inch meal deal & upgrade  
to a footlong meal deal for free*

TASSE CAFÉ
High Tea for one for $24*

THE BOG IRISH BAR
$7 house beer, wine and spirits from 8-11pm 
on Thursdays, $15 roast of the day on Sundays

THE FORTUNE THEATRE
2-for-1 tickets on Wednesday 
night performances

THE FRONTRUNNER
15% discount off regular retail price

THISTLE CAFE & BAR
10% discount

VAPOURIUM
2 for 1 coffees

VIVACE KARAOKE BAR
Hire a Karaoke room for an hour 
and get 30 minutes free

*terms and conditions apply, 
 see r1.co.nz/onecard/ for details
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was motivated by a lack of information on tertiary students and 

their sexual health and a growing concern for the impact of their 

common risky drinking. “Adverse sexual experiences associated 

with drinking are fairly common on university campuses,” ac-

cording to the New Zealand Medical Journal. 

Risky sex was defined as having a high number of sexual 

partners and negative outcomes of sexual experiences and be-

haviors, such as STIs and unintended pregnancies and terminations. 

The prevalence of risky sex was also associated with the chaotic 

lifestyle at university with heavier drinking.

New Zealand has a high rate of chlamydia and STIs compared 

to other developed countries. This is likely associated with a failure 

to use condoms. Condoms are easily accessible in New Zealand, 

being highly subsidised and available free at family planning 

clinics or by prescription. It could be that alcohol use is a contrib-

uting factor to people not using proper protection. 

Of the students studied, New Zealand Medical Journal found that 

most male students made their “sexual debut” at age 16, and age 

17 for female students. Only 54 percent of students used condoms 

the last time they had sex, and the older students are, the less 

likely they are to use condoms. 32 percent of those studied said 

they were also drinking during their most recent sexual encounter. 

The researchers also found in a previous study that New Zealand 

students drink more heavily compared to their peers who are not 

at university. The study cited a 2005 survey which found “New 

Zealand students frequently attributed unsafe, unhappy, and 

unwanted sexual experiences from drinking.” 

This same experience was part of the reason Hill decided give 

up sex for a year of celibacy. During this time, she found that she 

wasn’t hopping into bed with just anyone. She realised that a lot 

of guys she would have slept with the year before were only 

wanting a physical relationship when she wanted something 

more serious.

Though she’s enjoyed her year-long break and she’s learned a 

lot about herself, she’s excited to be back in the dating world and 

to be having sex again. She plans to meet up with someone she’s 

been chatting to on Tinder soon for the first time. 

only 54% of 
students used 
condoms the last 
time they had sex

32% were also 
drinking during their 
most recent sexual 
encounter
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Editorial

The art of being a student

Hugh Baird
Critic editor

Welcome back all students to the second half of the semester! Hope everyone 

had an enjoyable wee break. This week, given the fact that we are a magazine 

representative of Scarfie living, we’ve decided to assemble a Scarfie themed 

issue surrounding campus living and the best of what Dunedin has to offer.

However, being a student in Dunedin can be tough at times. The ever growing 

cost of living coupled with the minimal amount of income that can be sourced 

as a student, can often leave the average academic with very little at the end 

of each week. But sometimes that can be half the fun. 

Half of the student experience is honing your skills in the fine art of getting 

something out of nothing. For a long time now, students have discovered 

there's many handy ways to make a buck go a wee bit further. Calling the 

helpline on vending machines and explaining exactly how that vending 

machine stole your money is a surefire way to secure yourself a few free 

vouchers, whilst signing up to one month trials on such sites as Netflix or 

Spotify and rotating members of the flat every month is another.

As for keeping warm on a cold winter's night, forget the heat pump—why 

not try the casino? You don’t necessarily have to spend a dollar. Just pretend 

you’re with one of the friendly punters on the table, help yourself to the free 

raspberry cokes and enjoy some Sky tv, all at a toasty 27 degrees. 

However, if all else fails, run an extension cord from your neighbour's house 

early January and bury the evidence… Just don't expect to be invited to any 

potluck dinners if you get caught. 

So be sure to enjoy the second half of this semester! Get out and try some 

of the aforementioned activities or if you have any outstanding ideas of your 

own, then be sure to flick us an email at critic@critic.co.nz. We’d love to hear 

from you. 
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North Dunedin bar leaves student
staff high & dry

news

By Joe Higham

Part of the Employment Standards Legislation 

Bill came into force on 1 April 2016. The bill 

amended various statutes and sought to address 

the growing issue of exploitative employment 

contracts, most notably zero hour contracts, 

along with changes to the law relating to the 

cancellation of employee shifts and secondary 

employment. 

A reader emailed Critic last week to ask 

whether we could publicise the issue of 

non-compliance from employers with this 

newly introduced legislation. This was in light 

of the treatment they were receiving from their 

employer at a North Dunedin bar. We are unable 

to specify because it could cause them to lose 

their job. They detailed how they were employed 

on a part time contract with the bar, were reg-

ularly ‘on-call’ for hours on end, and when 

summoned to come into work were told they 

had to be at work within 10-15 minutes. 

The bill amended various 

statutes and sought to address 

the growing issue of exploit-

ative employment contracts, 

most notably zero hour 

contracts.

 A simple calculation 

reveals that this individual 

had lost out on at least $838.75 

(assuming hourly minimum 

wage of $15.25 an hour)  

Regularly they are told to sit around for up to 45 

minutes, a time for which they are never paid, 

and which is used by their manager to determine 

whether the bar is busy enough to even give 

them work for that night. Additionally, they are 

not allowed to refuse to work on that night 

without finding someone to cover their shift. 

This individual said they had lost out on “15 

hours of pay for waiting around the bar and 

not getting paid” and “about 40 hours being 

on call and not getting called in.” A simple cal-

culation reveals that they had lost out on at least 

$838.75 if on the newly raised minimum wage 

of $15.25 an hour. 

The treatment at the individual’s workplace 

is seemingly in breach of many of these recent 

amendments. Firstly, the use of an “availability 

provision” (essentially being ‘on call’) is only 

allowed if the employment contract contains 

guaranteed hours of work, if the employer must 

have genuine reasons for using such a provision, 

and the employee must be paid ‘reasonable 

compensation’ for such availability, which is “to 

be determined by factors including the employ-

ee's guaranteed hours, the rate of pay and any 

restrictions on the employee”, according to 

Russell McVeagh’s ‘Employment Law Update.’ 

As Critic understands it, no compensation was 

paid for this individual being on-call at all. 

Additionally, shift workers’ contracts must state 

a ‘notice period’ that employers have to give 

in order to cancel shifts, and without doing 

so requires a compensation payment to the 

employee.

*Critic welcomes any information from readers 

on any potential breaches of their employment 

contracts. Email any such information to: 

news@critic.co.nz
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Campaign begins to highligh exhaustion
of New Zealand’s ‘Resident Doctors’

By Joe Higham

Resident doctors are registered medical practi-

tioners, ranging in experience from first year 

qualified doctors to those with more than 12 

years experience, primarily working in the public 

sector and are employed by all 20 DHBs, accord-

ing to the campaign’s media release. 

The press release states that the “NZRDA’s 

campaign seeks to have DHBs reduce current 

rostering patterns of seven (10 hour) nights shifts 

in a row to a maximum of 4; and from 12 days in 

a row to maximum of 10, on affected rosters.”

The Southern DHB runs health centres and 

hospitals from rural Southland to Dunedin city 

and provides health and disability services to 

over 300,000 people while receiving government 

funding of over $800 million per year, as their 

website states.

Despite having been in negotiation 

with all of New Zealand’s District 

Health Boards (DHBs) since 

December 2015, the vast majority of 

DHBs have refused to guarantee 

safer rosters for resident doctors, 

provoking the New Zealand 

Resident Doctors’ Association 

(NZRDA) to initiate the Safer Hours 

campaign. Compare the maximum 

workdays allowed in other profes-

sions at left*

The Southern DHB employs 243 resident 

doctors in total, with 122 working on the 11 af-

fected rosters. Of these 11, none have been 

“entirely rectified” although positive changes 

have been made. 

“Whilst we applaud Southern DHB for being 

one of the first DHBs to engage with NZRDA on 

safer rostering, it is disappointing that this 

momentum has not been maintained... We call 

on the DHB to complete the process for all af-

fected doctors without delay. It is essential for 

the sake of the health and wellbeing of the 

doctors and the care of their patients that we 

move urgently to reduce the doctor’s fatigue as 

a result of the hours they are being rostered to 

work”, commented Dr Nick Erskine, NZRDA’s 

Southern representative.

NZRDA national secretary Deborah Powell 

told Stuff.co.nz that Gisborne DHB has rectified 

all of their rosters to comply with the changes 

the NZRDA are seeking, although they remain 

the only such example. 

The group's campaign includes quotes from 

Resident Doctors on their Facebook page to 

highlight individual feelings of fatigue and 

exhaustion as a result of over-working. One 

detailed how they “accidentally stole a car during 

[their] night shift” after using their key to get 

into an identical car to theirs before turning 

around only to see a baby’s car seat in the back; 

they said: “I thought I was tripping balls.”

*from the RDA and Safer Hours campaign
RESIDENT
DOCTORS 12

7 10
SONOGRAPHERS PHYSIOLOGISTS

4 4 5
FIREFIGHTERS PARAMEDICS RADIATION

THERAPISTS

5 6 7
NURSES PILOTS MRTS

MAXIMUM 
WORKDAYS 
IN A ROW:
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By Joe Higham

Dunedin Hospital celebrates 
150 years amid strife

Thursday 22 September 2016, 6pm

Staff Common Room 
Level 4, 9 Eden Crescent 
Auckland City

Come along and meet some of our academics, 
ask questions and find out about our 
postgraduate programmes, along with our new 
PhD fellowship and scholarship opportunities.

For more information and to register visit: 

www.law.auckland.ac.nz/ 
information-evening

Postgraduate Study 
Information Evening

LAW

Former staff, stakeholders, and residents of 

Dunedin Hospital gathered last week to celebrate 

150 years at its Great King Street location. The 

hospital chapel played host to a modest cere-

mony as speakers told tales of times past, and 

look hopefully forward to a continuing future of 

medical prestige. 

The Hospital was moved in 1867 after being 

founded on a different site in 1851, with the 

medical school being established nine 

years later. 

Several years of underfunding has led to a 

series of complaints from clients and local body 

politicians in regards to a number of issues, 

including leaky operating theatres and lacklustre 

food. The decision to end on-site food production 

in favour of pre-made meals sparked a 200-per-

son protest in April, and has continued on social 

media where angry patients have posted a series 

of photos of unappetising meals. Southern DHB 

Commissioner Kathy Grant however pointed out 

that complaints over food have been a constant 

within the hospital stretching back as far as the 

1870s, when an angry patient called their soup 

“water flavoured with flour and barley”. 

The government announced a major invest-

ment package to rebuild the hospital at Budget 

2016, which Prime Minister John Key last week 

reiterated his absolute intention to follow 

through on, according to DCC Mayoral Candidate 

Conrad Stedman, who posed the question while 

at a National Party fundraiser at Balmacewen 

golf club. According to Stedman, Key said “the 

hospital will be getting built or redone. We just 

need to get the designers to sort out what we’ve 

got to do and it will be done”. 

The Otago Daily Times recently reported on a 

letter written by a Dunedin woman who had 

visited the ED area, and complained of minimal 

staffing and long wait times, with a number of 

staff expressing concern that the hospital was 

under pressure, particularly in the height of 

winter flu season. Government reporting of 

standard wait times however found the hospital 

to be largely holding steady, with 93 percent 

being treated or transferred within six hours.

It’s clear that the Dunedin Hospital is imper-

fect, and in dire need of upgrade and investment, 

but at its core it remains strong, with a dedicated 

staff and a united community behind it, ensuring 

its survival for another 150 years at least.  
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By Joe Higham

news

By Hugh Baird

Small loans no longer needed
to purchase avocados

A dispute has emerged over the decision by management to attempt to 

dissuade transgender patrons entry to Dunedin gay and bisexual venue 

Space4u’s club session ‘Bodyworks’.

A transgender man who wanted to remain anonymous due to his 

current employment, enquired as to whether the session was transgender 

friendly, and was told by management via an email response: 

“The Bodyworks club sessions would not suit you—they are 

marketed at, to be blunt, male penis enthusiasts who all come 

looking for contact with another man’s penis and equal 

attention for their own.”

Whilst that statement is preceded by other information such as: 

“Space4u is available to anyone by appointment” 

(Space4u being the club itself), the vein of the emails remained offensive 

to the enquirer. 

Of this response, the enquirer was left with the impression that “the 

space appears to uphold the notion that gay men are men with a penis 

and that transgender men cannot be included because they don't 

have a penis.”

“For me it reads as a question of culture—if in the past 

Bodywork's has ruled that you must have a 'real' penis to 

participate, the space can now evolve to change this policy, in 

turn changing the culture which currently excludes transgen-

der people. And it is a culture of exclusion, I'm not sure why 

Bodywork's says otherwise.” 

Mark McLeod, the owner and manager of the venue since 2012, 

commented: “I do not have a policy of excluding transgender 

people from the Bodyworks club, but my advice is they would 

be wasting their time coming to a sex club environment where 

the focus of interest is male genitals.”

“Space4u, the venue, certainly does have a policy of 

welcoming diversity and as I’ve indicated to [the enquirer] a 

transgender session could be set up if requested”, before 

concluding by saying “we can try to please all people, but not 

all at the same time.”  

The enquirer responded:

 “Bodyworks rambles on about a 'limit to inclusivity', something 

about gay liberation, and not being able to please all people at 

the same time. There is no limit to inclusivity, that is the entire 

premise of the word inclusivity. And no one is asking 

Bodyworks to please all people at the same time, what is being 

asked is that all gay men are included in the gay male communi-

ty, instead of only some men being included. Bodyworks is 

explicitly excluding and discriminating against an important 

and visible sector of the gay male community.”

Transgender patrons
dissuaded from attending
Dunedin club session

After a 2015 season which saw avocado fans forking out huge sums due 

to a nationwide shortage, the 2016 season has already been predicted as 

being our best yet. 

Prices soared earlier this year in May with avocados costing over $4 

each, due to a myriad of factors including; poor weather, lack of supply, 

and high exports to Australia. This lead to an underground avocado 

blackmarket, with thieves stealing from local orchards and selling them on. 

This year NZ Avocado has reported that the industry is set to deliver 

around 7.6 million trays, double that of last year. Figures released earlier 

this year showed an increase in popularity for the delicious fruit, with 

90,000 more kiwi households purchasing avos compared to previous 

seasons. 

Critic talked to avocado lovers around campus to ask how they best 

liked to enjoy their avos. Harry Gorringe, a commerce student told Critic 

that “these days I enjoy the avocado with virtually anything, but usually 

on a bagel with salmon, capers and a dash of lemon.” Whilst Jack Acland, 

a law student explained that he “loved avocado on toast, with cracked 

pepper and tomato.” 
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Otago student swaps books for beach 
thanks to marooned friend

By Hugh Baird

Second year law student Kirsty Fern and her 

three close mates entered the search, hoping 

their strong friendship would win them the 

holiday in Fiji with the knowledge that one of 

them would need to earn that holiday by tough-

ing it out on the barge. 

Each of the four friends were told to pack a 

bag for both Fiji and the barge. Upon arriving at 

The Edge radio station in Auckland on the 

Monday morning, they would learn their fate as 

to whether they would be marooned on the barge 

or on a tropical South Pacific Island. 

As fate would have it, Kirsty was not destined 

for the barge, but for the sand and sun of Fiji, 

whilst her best mate, Meg Parfitt drew the short 

straw. She recalls mixed emotions when she 

realised it wasn’t her staying. “I remember that 

obviously I was really excited and relieved that 

it wasn’t me on the barge, but I remember also 

that I was so gutted when I turned and saw Meg 

crying,” Kirsty said. “She's the type of person 

that has a massive heart and just wanted ev-

eryone to be included, and that's why we love 

her so much,” she added. 

The other three had lined themselves up an 

all-expenses paid for trip to Beachcomber Island 

in Fiji for as long as their ‘best mate’ could ‘stick 

it out’ on the barge. Whilst Meg was on the barge, 

snacking on muesli bars and bottled water, the 

rest of the crew spent their time lounging about 

in the sun, sipping on cocktails and eating fine 

Fijian cuisine. 

While lying on the beaches sipping margaritas 

was of course outstanding, Kirsty said that her 

favourite moment of the trip came when she 

was awoken at 8am to go parasailing. “I really 

didn't have any idea what I was getting myself 

into… But when I got up in the air and was over-

looking all of the islands and all of the coral and 

blue ocean I had a bit of a moment when I had 

to pinch myself, that I was on a free trip in Fiji 

when really I should have been at uni,” she said. 

However, before you feel to bad for Meg, upon 

the friends arrival back in New Zealand Meg was 

rewarded for her efforts with $10,000.

One Otago University 

student has escaped the 

winter blues by winning an 

all expenses paid trip to Fiji 

thanks to Vodafone, while 

her loyal friend stayed 

stranded on a barge parked 

up in Auckland’s Waitemata 

harbour for the duration of 

her trip

"I remember 
that obviously 
I was really ex-
cited … but I was 
so gutted when 
I turned and saw 
Meg crying,”

-Second year law student 

Kirsty Fern
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Hekia Parata to introduce new 
‘COOL’ initiative

By Joel MacManus

Any registered school  

or tertiary institution 

—including privately-run 

charter schools, will be 

allowed to apply to operate 

an online course known as 

a Community Of Online 

Learning or COOL, which is 

about as cringe worthy a 

name for an education 

provider possible. 

In an effort to seem innovative and exciting, 

Minister for Education Hekia Parata has an-

nounced a poorly thought out initiative with an 

even worse name, which would allow school-

aged students to register in online operated 

charter courses as opposed to attending a 

regular school. 

Any registered school or tertiary institution 

—including privately-run charter schools, will 

be allowed to apply to operate an online course 

known as a Community Of Online Learning or 

COOL, which is about as cringe worthy a name 

for an education provider possible. 

The move has received widespread backlash 

from the primary schools teachers union, the 

Post Primary Teachers Association, and the New 

Zealand Education Institute, who expressed a 

range of concerns. Much of the criticism revolves 

around the decision to include primary education 

in the COOL system, as educators generally 

believe that the socialising and interactive 

aspects of primary school are essential in proper 

development of children and cannot be replicated 

by an online service. 

The PPTA, which has never been a huge fan 

of charter schools as a concept, believes online 

education courses are a move to increasingly 

privatise and turn the education sector into a 

profit-driven arena, saying “Our children 

are not commodities to be traded…The only 

advantage is to businesses to dip their hand into 

the public purse”.

This is the second time in less than a week 

that Hekia Parata has found herself on the end 

of a bad news story, after she was caught claim-

ing support of non-existent organisations in 

response to funding decisions to close or down-

grade special education facilities.

Salisbury School, a residential school for 

special needs girls in Nelson was facing closure 

in 2012 as a result of Parata’s ministry deciding 

to funnel special needs funding to mainstream 

schools as opposed to specialty providers and 

only survived thanks to a High Court decision in 

their favour. They are now facing closure once 

more and appealing to the minister for funding 

to keep the school open for 30 students. 

When asked in parliament if there were any 

unions or organisations which supported her 

funding models for special needs students, she 

cited the Special Education Association, an or-

ganisation which doesn’t actually exist. Other 

similar sounding organisations such as the 

Special Educational Principals Association were 

quick to deny offering an endorsement. 

When confronted with this fact, Parata back-

tracked, and claimed that she was referring to 

“all those involved in the delivery of special 

education.” Despite her claims, she very clearly 

referred to ‘association’ as if it were a title, which 

makes it pretty damn clear that she’s full of it 

and hastily trying to get out of the hole she has 

dug herself.  

Heck yeah, Hekia! Stay C.O.O.L!
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World Watch

Manitoba, Canada 
Two best friends who were switched at birth and 

raised by each other's families have just learned 

of their fate. DNA testing confirmed that the two 

men, who live in the same small town of 5,000 

people mostly indigenous from the Cree Nation, 

had been mixed up. David Tait and Leon Swanson, 

both 41, broke down in tears as they were told 

the news at a press conference. However Mr Tait 

said that the people who raised him "would 

always be mom and dad, regardless" but he now 

he had "another brother, another mom and dad".

Cormorant, Minnesota 
An American town has voted in, for a third term, 

a dog. Duke, a nine year old Pyrenean Mountain 

Dog is the only dog to be elected for mayor in 

the United States, despite the fact that the four 

legged friend cannot speak a lick of English. 

According to reports, the dog was ‘speechless’ 

when asked about his historic win… 

Chihuahua, Mexico
A family were stunned when a grandfather was 

found by police - months after attending his 

cremation. Miguel Angel Gomar De Luna, 74, had 

escaped his nursing home and gone on a drink-

ing spree, sleeping rough and begging for more 

money to buy booze. After months of searching 

for him in the cold winter months, officers called 

the family to say they had found a badly decom-

posed body matching his description. Days later 

a funeral was held for Miguel and the body was 

cremated with the ashes returned to the family. 

He returned to the family home drunk, with 

bandages around his head from unknown inju-

ries sustained during his months long bender. 

News in Briefs

12
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More than  a year 

are killed by a vending machine

Summer on Uranus lasts 

Car airbags kill  person for every 

 they save 

There are  rivets in 

the Eiffel Tower

More than  of the population 

falls asleep on their sides

It takes  

for sunlight to reach the earth

Seaweed can grow up to 

 per day

News in Briefs

Wiltshire, England
A mystery 180 ft Swastika crop circle, now syn-

onymous with Adolf Hitler’s fascist party of the 

1930s and 1940s appeared suddenly overnight 

in Wiltshire, England. Conspiracy theorists are 

now discussing whether or not these crop circles 

are a fascist aliens’ signal of intent. 

Serbia 
A massive mushroom shaped cloud has ap-

peared over Serbia, sparking fears from Russian 

neighbours that a nuclear doomsday had arrived. 

The terrifying sight could be seen for miles 

around and was captured on video from the city 

of Kemerovo, in Russia's Kemerovo Oblast region. 

However, after being inundated with emergency 

calls, it turns out the terrifying cloud was in fact 

just an incredible, naturally occurring 

thundercloud. 

Dubai, United Arab Emirates 
Sheik Mohammed Bin Rashid, Prime Minister of 

the United Arab Emirates, paid an impromptu 

visit to government offices only to find no one 

at work. Sheik Mohammed visited several gov-

ernment departments on Sunday morning - a 

normal working day in United Arab Emirates - 

and found several unoccupied desks that should 

have been populated by senior officers. When 

asked by Gulf News about the situation, the Sheik 

thanked the new retirees and expressed his 

eagerness of allowing the new generation of 

young leaders to shoulder responsibility. 
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By George Elliott

Eggs benedict and our humanitarian myth

At New York’s Turtle Bay, where the United Nations 

building stands, there’s a breakfast club for Security 

Council diplomats to meet and start the day with a meal 

and a chat. It has become quite a tradition, and it is all 

thanks to New Zealand.

The bringing together of some of the most powerful 

diplomats in the world for a breakfast may seem trivial, 

but it is no easy feat. Indeed, if it brings the five permanent 

members of the Security Council, the P5—France, the UK 

& US, Russia and China—down to earth to mingle with 

the non-permanent member states, then that’s a good 

thing. Because, as protocol stands, the P5 has a huge 

amount of power over the council —the power to veto 

resolutions, for example—something that commentators 

and officials alike say needs serious reform.

The eating arrangements are an example of how New 

Zealand, represented at the UN by Ambassador Gerard 

van Bohemen, conducts diplomacy. We don’t have the 

material strength, resources or the cohesive abilities that 

the P5 have, but we can still persuade and influence the 

seemingly little things—in this instance the interpersonal 

relationships of diplomats—in a bid to change the bigger 

picture; a practice that political theorists call ‘soft 

power’.

Our two-year term on the Security Council, which 

comes to an end this year, has not seen the unity and 

progress one might hope to see at the premier interna-

tional body. Geopolitical interests always trump having 

eggs benedict with your colleagues. Despite this, there’s 

still room for improvement regarding the disconnect 

between how New Zealand views itself on the world stage 

and our actions.

Yes, we’re about 15th in the world in terms of total 

foreign aid. Official development assistance was US$440 

million last year, according to the OECD, 0.27 percent of 

our gross national income. Our annual contribution to 

the UN budget varies at around US$10-20 million. Money 

is not enough.

To mythological effect, New Zealand has branded itself 

as a professional humanitarian. This may have held true 

when we were readily preventing atrocities in East Timor 

and Bougainville in the 1990s, but, since the 2010s, our 

"What happened to 
the renowned and 

skilled peacekeeping 
capabilities that our 

government still touts?"

UN peacekeeping contributions have all but disappeared. 

There’s now only around ten Kiwis working under the 

blue UN flag, despite having adequate personnel and 

resources. This year, 21 billion dollars has been earmarked 

for upgrading the Defence Force and it’s not as if there 

are less UN peacekeeping operations the world over. 

What happened to the renowned and skilled peacekeep-

ing capabilities that our government still touts?

A top analyst at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 

Trade (MFAT) once told me that they should simply be 

called the Ministry of Global Market Integration; the 

ministry is a effectively a PR contractor for exporters. 

Other staffers have echoed this sentiment and it’s no 

secret that “export markets streams,” “market access,” 

and “regional economic integration,” are the highest 

priority on MFAT’s agenda.

Where is New Zealand’s active values-based human-

itarian foreign policy? Here’s a place where we could 

start: MFAT and Cabinet should immediately start putting 

pressure on Australia over their refugee policy and off-

shore detention centres. Recent reports show our cousins 

over the Tasman have blatantly disregarded human 

rights and there’s plenty of tools that MFAT could use to 

persuade change or, at least, send a strong signal. 
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By Lawrence Hamilton

Somalia: Hope after 25 years of bloodshed

I recently spoke with Somalia expert 

Sakariye Cismaan, a blogger based in the 

Somali capital Mogadishu, about what the 

future might hold for the troubled state.

Cismaan explains that a hardened group of 

militant Islamists has risen and now chal-

lenges the progress. The group, Al-Shabaab, 

formerly the Islamic Courts Union, has 

become the main barrier to peace and has 

even launched terrorist attacks outside of 

Somalia, such as the 2015 Garissa University 

College attack, that killed 148 mostly young 

people. 

Despite all the setbacks, Cismaan says there 

are positive signs that the country may be 

turning a corner. 

Q? Is there any optimism for a peaceful solution in the future?

Yes, of course, the tangible progress, however small and however slow, has been in-

spiring. Since the transitional period ended in 2012, the support from the international 

community has been strong. Now most international agencies and foreign embassies 

[concerned with Somalia] are based in Mogadishu rather than in Nairobi, Kenya where 

they used to be based in for a long time. The numbers of violent episodes such as 

suicide explosions and assassinations have dropped. Now only certain places are 

targeted such as government buildings and hotels where government officials live. 

Roads are paved, the education system of the country is united under one curriculum, 

and four regional administrations are now established and operational and the last 

regional administration is in the initial phase of its establishment.

Q? Is there a past that Somalia can look back to, something in its own history to 

build a more stable future?

In 1960 after independence Somalia had one of the few democratic governments in 

Africa, and held a free and fair election in 1964 where a new president was elected and 

the president who lost the election handed over power peacefully. The early 1980’s 

drought that plagued much of East Africa was contained and overcame by Somalis, 

whereas our neighbours were helped by the international community. So I think we 

can once again rise up to the challenges in front of us and come out even stronger.

Q? What do you think needs to be done to build a stronger future?

Well, we are now building our police force, our armed forces, and our governmental 

institutions all from scratch and of course that takes time. So I think we are on the right 

track and if I know anything about the Somali people it’s their resilience and their hard 

work and through determination we will get there.

While most people’s knowledge of Somalia might come from the 

2001 blockbuster Blackhawk Down or occasional horrific news 

stories popping up, there has been some recent optimism that the 

state could pull itself out of its long running civil war in time for the 

2016 elections. Sadly, this doesn’t seem to be the case as several 

factions renewed conflict and the election, originally scheduled for 

August, has been delayed.

The country, located on the Horn of Africa, hasn’t had a func-

tioning central government since 1991. In 2000, a transitional 

government was established, but it failed to hold the country 

together. In 2004, another transitional government had more luck 

and, with international support, was able to hold elections and 

adopt a federalist constitution in 2012. 
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Flying Fijians make nation proud
—A Fijian perspective

By Otessa Tuisila

S P O R T

Fiji has been represented in 14 different categories in 

previous Olympics but unfortunately have never placed 

in the top three. That is, until Rio, when beloved coach 

Ben Ryan and the Golden boys were able to produce some 

Fijian magic to make history and take their first Olympic 

gold medal home.

The Brits were simply outclassed by an impressive 

combination of strategy and Fijian flare which left them 

down 0-29 by halftime. An incredible 43-7 victory for 

the Flying Fijians against a ball hungry British side. The 

Pacific Ocean sent ripples across the world from the eb-

ullition that erupted in the 355 Fijian islands and sur-

rounding nations as the final whistle blew.

Winning gold for their people, and winning the hearts 

of viewers from every corner of the world as they watched 

the Fijian team do something truly moving during the 

medal ceremony. As Princess Anne presented their 

medals, each team member knelt as a sign of respect 

followed by three claps, which in the traditional Fijian 

kava ceremony symbolises the peaceful gatherings of 

different families or people. A humble gesture from a 

humble group of men to remind the world that the real 

Every athlete's dream is to compete amongst 

the best of the best at the Olympic games with 

the opportunity to showcase their skills on the 

world stage, stepping out onto the track, plank 

or field as an equal. All competitors, whether 

representing big nations or the smaller islands, 

have the same chance to then step up onto a 

podium and take a medal home for their country. 

That's what makes the games so exciting!

purpose of the Olympic games is to promote fellowship 

and unity. Only using sports as a medium ground to build 

bridges between our nations.

What does a gold medal mean for Fiji? The publicity 

from the event was a massive boost for tourism in Fiji 

and more funding for the sports establishments already 

there and new facilities means they now have the re-

sources and means to help develop up and coming 

athletes to reach their full potential.

What does a gold medal in Fiji mean for the world? It 

means that the Pacific islands should not be underesti-

mated because of the size of their lands, but should be 

considered real competitors because of their extraordi-

nary drive from here on out. We can't wait to see what 

they have planned for 2020!
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Has the All Blacks dominance made
international rugby less exciting?

By Sean Nugent

S P O R T

Former England footballer Gary Lineker once said “football 

is a simple game. 22 men chase a ball for 90 minutes and at 

the end, the Germans always win.”

Applied to the All Blacks, Lineker’s quote fits like a glove. 

I’m sure plenty of opposition have walked off the 

park feeling the same way. Since Steve Hansen took over in 

2011, the All Blacks have lost three times in 59 games. That’s 

one every 18 months. I therefore wonder why fans and 

media of their opposition get down when they lose. It’s 

virtually inevitable. 

I don’t really understand why the Wallabies have been 

getting so much stick from everyone, particularly their own 

media. Did anyone really expect a different result than what 

happened in both Sydney and Wellington? Perhaps the Aussies 

could have shown a bit more fight, but to be honest the results 

were a foregone conclusion.

It has been a pattern over the last few years, and I for one 

have mixed emotions about the situation. On one hand it’s 

great that the All Blacks have conquered all of their rivals and 

can walk away with an easy victory even when they don’t 

play that well. The back-to-back World Cups have shown 

that the All Blacks are no longer an all-talk, no product team 

that plagued the country for years. Also, the way that new 

talent filters through into the side and can immediately ac-

climatise and produce quality performances is superb. 

But on the other hand, I take the success with a grain of 

salt. When was the last time the All Blacks were actually in 

a contest? It’s certainly been some time since I watched them 

play a memorably tense game. In the last couple of years I 

can only think of two – the World Cup semi-final against 

South Africa last year where they held on to win 20-18, and 

the 2014 end of year Bledisloe Test against Australia where 

a last minute converted try snuck a one point victory in 

Brisbane.

It just seems that the tension and drama of international 

rugby has been lost. I don’t blame the All Blacks because they 

are obviously a huge step ahead of everyone, with their 

free-flowing attacking brand of rugby unmatched by any 

other nation. But until the rest of the world catches up, I’ll 

watch the All Blacks wipe the floor with their opposition. Like 

everyone else, I’ll be mightily impressed. But I won’t be sur-

prised, nor will I be particularly excited.

When the Lions toured in 2005 with a fantastic team, no 

one expected the All Blacks to dominate the series like they 

did. Therefore, when Dan Carter took over the second test in 

Wellington and blew away the formidable Lions side, he sent 

New Zealand into raptures. The atmosphere at those games 

was electric, as the crowd was buoyed by the tension of the 

game and the unknowing result that waited at the conclusion 

of 80 minutes. A similar scene was set when the All Blacks 

barely hung on against France to secure the long-awaited 

World Cup five years ago.

Those are the days and games that I miss, even if my heart 

did beat at twice the speed and the nerves gave me the shakes. 

That’s the beauty of watching sport. Unfortunately, that seems 

to have been lost recently, simply because the All Blacks have 

become so good that no one can compete with them. I now 

watch the games expecting a show, rather than hoping for a 

win. The latter is inevitable, and therefore the former becomes 

the priority. Like the Harlem Globetrotters, the All Blacks have 

become more of a spectacle than a sports team. Whether 

that’s a good or bad thing, I am unsure.

Opinion
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“Harden up, Princess,” said someone, tentatively.

Confused, I weakly mumbled “I think I drank too 

much in Re-O," at which point they panicked. There 

was no consensus about what was to be done. 

Someone checked my temperature was still the 

standard couple of degrees below normal, while 

another flatmate funnelled a Flame gently between 

The first sign of trouble came on Thursday 

evening when I announced I would not be 

drinking. My flatmates became concerned 

by 8:30 when I had not recanted my claim and 

refused to run down to Quicker Liquor for overpriced 

Scrumpy. They flocked around me, asked me how 

I was feeling in low, anxious voices. 

“You right mate?” 

REQUIEM 
FOR A

SCARFIE

BY MEL ANSELL

im
age by

 nadezha_grapes @
 freepik.com

, used under CC 3.0
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my quivering lips. A med student was called to 

palpate my liver. Everyone sighed with relief when 

it was found to still be working poorly. A ten minute 

argument asserted that the heat pump should 

certainly not be switched on, but rather three 

beanies should be shoved on my head  - a la Dobby. 

While I was refusing to eat the two minute noodles 

carefully spooned to me from a saucepan, the 

powers that be deliberated gravely. Various experts 

were consulted. A health sci, snatched off the street 

on their way back to Carrington, feverishly repeat-

ing that the Mitochondria was the powerhouse of 

the cell, muttered something about losing a percent 

and had to be placated with a Vault. Three com-

merce students, when accosted outside The Cook, 

were unsure of the cause of my illness but claimed 

the cure was a yard glass. They looked at me 

strangely, sagging between two friends, when I 

whispered “The Cook was better in 2013.”

Yik Yak could offer only cat pictures. My flatmates 

noticed I had changed my Tinder bio to “enjoys 

walks on the beach” un-ironically. The evidence 

could no longer be denied: I had recently been seen 

cleaning, I had been up before noon every day that 

week, I had listened to an argument about political 

correctness and not felt the need to yell in support 

of either side. Nobody wanted to say it, but we all 

knew - I had contracted responsibility. I was soon 

to be a fully fledged adult - my Scarfie self would 

soon be fodder for worms.

At the supermarket, I used a sensible meal plan 

(including many vegetables) to purchase food for 

the week. Adults circled ominously, loaded baskets 

creaking. I dodged a woman in a power suit toting 

trolley-bound twins. She was simultaneously 

putting back things her children were taking off 

the shelves, checking the ingredients on an ex-

pensive sauce, reading a magazine article called 

Taking your Career to the Next Level and cooing 

into her phone “Yes, Pam, it’s been a lovely, relax-

ing week, the kids have been so well behaved.”

I was feeling overwhelmed by the lack of anxiety 

caused by attending all my weekly classes. What 

would I panic about at the end of semester with 

all the appropriate material written up? What 

would I do with the energy normally channelled 

into thinking up excuses to get notes off various 

people?  I had so much more time. There were things 

I had wanted to procrastinate with. My Scarfie bucket 

list still overflowed, but there was a hole in it, and 

my desire for its activities such as running down 

Castle Street naked trickled away. Perhaps I wanted 

instead to relax and watch the evening news, letting 

Donald Trump’s latest antics sweetly lull me to 

sleep. I was disrupted from my reverie by a fast 

walking business suit with several bottles of Moet 

cutting me off at the checkout. I felt sure that if 

signed up for the Critic blind date, I would turn up 

sober. God, by the time I graduated, I probably 

wouldn’t throw my graduation cap in the air. 

A bug eyed older woman behind me in the queue 

leant close with the air of letting me in on a secret. 

“I’m making the world’s biggest omelette!” she 

crowed, loading a tray of eggs onto the conveyer. I 

smiled at her vaguely, gazing past the girls in front 

of us who raised their eyebrows in condescension. 

I didn’t want to go to a toga party, but I also didn’t 

want to egg freshers in togas - what was I becom-

ing? My identity was crumbling. Would I too find 

my life’s greatest excitement in oversized breakfast 

dishes? Maybe that wouldn’t be so bad, but would 

I want to join the Young Nats? As my shop came in 

disturbingly on budget, I packed it in reusable bags 

to save plastic and found myself absentmindedly 

considering returning my stolen road sign.

It was time to seek out an expert - a wise man who, 

after seven years of hard Scarfie labour, was still 

alive, although barely kicking. Cham lived in the 

Cave, a mouldy room in the house that was almost 

completely underground, in order to save $6 a week. 

It had given him asthma, a badge worn with pride 

alongside one for catching an elusive $250 open 

vessel fine on George St. He often sported a beard 

so overgrown it had its own bum. He only ate pizza. 

He was a Veteran resident of Hyde Street and re-

membered the days when there weren’t tickets to 

its party. He recalled, in his very distant memories, 

when Marsh Study Centre was the watering hole 

Gardies. Cham refused to study there to this day, 

lest he disturb the ghosts of Scarfies past. Unicol 

had had its loyalist attendee in Cham, who upon 

occasion spun a first year tale involving a white 

ball dress and blue-lagoon-vomit. 
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“They just told me 
I also have six 
months until I’m 
an adult. What do 
I do? I don’t want 
to be an adult.”

Now, he was staring down the barrel of a loaded 

gun - a respectable job in Auckland next year. This 

brought with it the prospect of having money, 

calling into jeopardy his deep relationship with 

Kmart, goon wine and questionable online Chinese 

clothing retailers. I visited Cham in his Cave, where 

he lay prostrate on the bed in the dark. His laptop 

eerily lit his face, and weary eyes met mine with a 

look of understanding. I wondered if the laptop 

displayed the workings of a master's thesis or 
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YouTube videos from deep within the matrix of 

recommended watches. Perhaps, as was sometimes 

his custom, both.

“Cham?" I asked tentatively. “They just told me I 

also have six months until I’m an adult. What do I 

do? I don’t want to be an adult.”

Cham muttered to himself: “To be, or not to be—that 

is the question:”  

This was very out of character.

“An adult?” I asked.

“Whether ’tis nobler in the mind to suffer the things 

and narrows of outrageous fortune…”

“The TV show?”

“...take arms against a sea of troubles and by op-

posing end them...”

“I’m really not sure violence is the answer.”

“To die, to sleep— No more— and by sleep to say 

we end the heartache.”

“Heartache of what? Of failed attempts to turn one 

night stands into something more? Of terms tests? 

Of having time to toil at being critical of media 

content? Of not knowing what to do with your life?"

“...To sleep— perchance to dream: ay, there’s the 

rub, For in that sleep of death, what dreams may 

come, When we have shuffled off this mortal coil…"

I decided Cham was mad, and getting madder.

After that, it was a waiting game. I fought, but I did 

not expect to win. I ate Velvet Burger on Tuesdays. 

Briefly, the therapeutic effect of floating down the 

flooded Leith on a blow up mattress was considered, 

but in my feverish state, dismissed as recklessly 

unsafe.Instead I pottered, exhausted and thinking 

of bed, through 10 Bar and Suburbia. Drinking 

cranberry juice (sans vodka), I reminisced about 

the time when I got glandular fever in one of these 

clubs. I decided to sleep with a second year in the 

hopes of vampirically absorbing its youth. It had 

wooed me with lines such as “I don’t really get 

hangovers” and “Yeah, everyone fails CHEM 191.” 

As this resident of Castle Street fumbled drunkenly 

with my genitals, they whispered in my ear “Talk 

dirty to me." I complied.

“Week old pizza.” I said, saucily. “Bong water, concert 

toilets.” 

“Fuck, yes,” the Castle Streetian moaned

“Unipol showers after five, the flat kitchen a week 

into exams, the squad funnel, these sheets."

“Fuuuuuuuuckk…” It was over already.

I dreamed of brie cheese, working dishwashers and 

island holidays.

In the morning, I woke up at seven thirty, as had 

become my custom. I rolled over and removed the 

snapback hat from my bed mate, which had, for the 

whole debacle, been firmly on their head. I donned it. 

“Would you like me to make you breakfast?” I asked, 

“Some bacon and eggs?"

“Uhhhhh…"

There was panic in their eyes, and desire. They were 

in uncharted territory, and a wrong move could be 

a disaster. Nobody had asked them such a question 

before. I could see an internal battle taking place 

- between food, and the fear I might text them. Did 

me making breakfast mean they owed me some-

thing? Would I expect them to add me on Facebook, 

and if so, would I have a profile picture good enough 

to gain envy and likes from their friends? Were they 

emotionally prepared to ghost me, in exchange for 

only breakfast and some (admittedly good) sex? 

Why did the offer of food light a small fantasy of 

monogamy in their hearts? Should they go to stu-

dent health and get that checked out (or would they 

be forced to get an STI check as well)?

But I didn’t wait for their answer. I walked out the 

door, the sun just peeking over the poor unfortu-

nates heading to their 8ams. Rays of sunlight re-

flected off shards of broken glass on the tarmac. 

Castle St seemed inlayed with glinting gemstones. 

I held my head high, for I had no hangover. Parading 

in all last night’s glory toward the clocktower, clearly 

doing the walk of shame, not once did I feel a sting 

of embarrassment or wave of uncertainty. I was 

too busy thinking how regal I would look in my 

graduation gown. 
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“I was just over guys… so over guys.”

Now after a year of celibacy, she’s ready to jump back into 

the game. 

Sarah Hill* was tired of the same-ol’ casual, drunken sex she 

encountered during the weekends out on the town in Dunedin.

A fourth year student, Hill has had her fair share of dating, 

long-term relationships, and casual sex. She and her friends 

capture what sex is like for the typical Scarfie and they learn over 

time that safe sex is better sex. 

Most often, Hill meets her suitors through mutual friends. Her 

friends, however, have a more modern approach. While Hill does 

use social media apps, such as Tinder, to meet new people and 

chat to others she already knows, she has never arranged to meet 

anyone off the site. Aside from Tinder, her friends often use other 

apps like Snapchat and Instagram to arrange casual sex with 

people they know. 

The Sex 
Lives of 
Scarfies

by Emma Fletcher

* not her real name
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According to Otago lecturer Dr Rosemary Overell,  social media 

users will create a profile which brands and commodifies them-

selves. Everything is carefully curated and performed to a par-

ticular identity. In order to attract a desired match, self-branding 

is very important. 

When Hill’s friends do arrange to meet someone from social 

media, they will often invite the person to a bar along with other 

friends. Hill describes this as a trial period. They will decide 

whether they like the person, with the safety net of friends around 

for support. If the guy passes the test, Hill’s friend will take them 

home. If not, the group of friends will often move on to another bar. 

Hill's flatmates have quite "diverse" sex lives, she said. Out of 

the five, most are sexually active, one isn't and another "doesn't 

mind sleeping around." The latter flatmate also has an array of 

toys delivered to the flat every so often. Hill said she has "crazy, 

wild sex" with one, familiar partner. 

“Sex is better in a relationship," Hill insisted. "It's better with 

somebody that cares for you and that you're comfortable with. 

It's something more than just having fun." 

Developmental Psychologist Jesse Bering doesn’t necessarily 

agree. He said that while sex can be more comfortable with a 

familiar sex partner, casual sex with someone who you don’t 

know as well can be exciting. "I think in terms of pure lust and 

arousal, casual sex can be much stronger in that sense. In terms 

of just that visceral, animalistic sort of pleasure,” Bering said. He 

said this could be because you don't have a sense of who that 

person is, they are just a body. 

“Over the course of a relationship, you get to know more inti-

mately the psychology of the person. Who they are as an indi-

vidual, what's happening in their mind as you're having sex with 

them,” Bering said. 

Bering is an Associate Professor at the University of Otago and 

currently studies religion, but he has studied sex a great deal in 

the past. He’s the author of popular science articles for Scientific 

American and Slate. In 2013, he published a book, Perv, 

about sexual deviancy. 

Bering said if he could design a sexual education programme 

for students before coming to university he would emphasize 

more comprehensive education about sex in an 

evolutionary framework. 

Where he is from in the U.S. the education is all about instilling 

fear, and warning people of the dangers of sex. While that is 

important, Bering said, there is no theoretical context around it. 

He would rather see things explained more deeply. 

In his essays for Scientific American, Bering has written on 

subjects like female ejaculation and the function of an orgasm. 

These are things he said he wish he would have known before 

going to university. “I think if I knew then what I know now, my 

life would have been very different,” he said. “I would have been 

operating with a lot less fear, anxiety and concern and worrying 

if I’m different.” 

Sexual education at high school can be quite lacking, which 

Bering believes can lead to an increase in unsafe sexual activity 

and unintended pregnancies. “My sense is that abstinence-only 

education would prompt, ironically, riskier sexual decision making 

and actually lead to the outcomes that they’re explicitly designed 

to prevent” Bering said. According to Bering, when you leave 

questions about sex unanswered, and when it’s presented as 

sacred, it has the potential to make young people more 

attracted to sex.  

One of Hill's friends had a pregnancy scare sometime last year. 

She was worried sick that her and her boyfriend’s unprotected 

sex had resulted in an undesired pregnancy. She took a pregnancy 

test and the result came back negative. Though she was relieved, 

she felt her boyfriend was in need of a scare too. So she told him 

she was pregnant anyway. 

As far as contraception goes, many female students, according 

to Hill, take a birth control pill. “I think everyone in my flat is on 

the latter flatmate 
also has an array of 
toys delivered to the 
flat every so often
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the pill,” Hill said. Though she’s aware of other methods, she 

gets her birth control pill prescription at Student Health and she 

also uses condoms to help prevent any STIs.

Student Health Services confirmed the combined oral contra-

ceptive pill as the most common method of contraception for 

female students. Katherine Martin, a Practice Nurse at Student 

Health, says there are other contraceptive options available for 

students, including progesterone only contraceptive pill, Depo-

Provera injections, IUDs and condom prescription. 

Student Health has doctors, nurses, counsellors, a psychiatrist, 

and a health educator available to students. In 2015, Student Health 

had 528 total visits for sexual health related appointments. 

However, Martin believes this number may be skewed by patients 

who attend for other health concerns, and also receive sexual 

health care while they are there. 

Student Health offers testing for sexually transmitted infections, 

cervical screening for women, and pregnancy tests. The most 

common screening test, provided that the patient is not engaging 

in risky sex and is not showing any symptoms, is for chlamydia 

and gonorrhoea. The tests are very simple and easy, according 

to Martin.

If a patient does show symptoms or has a high-risk sexual 

history, further testing is available. This includes screening for 

other STIs such as syphilis or herpes, and viruses like HIV. 

Martin insists that to ensure students have safe sex they should 

use condoms, and be tested regularly for STIs.

Martin believes that some students tend to avoid Student Health 

because of misinformation or incorrect preconceived ideas. “They 

don’t realise that a routine STI screen is as easy as just passing a 

little bit of urine in a pot (for males) and a self-swab (for females),” 

Martin said. She does believe the culture is changing around 

sexual health and is becoming less stigmatised. 

Hill said she and her flatmates do get tested regularly at Student 

Health. She considers it an important part of being sexually active. 

Bering emphasised that, along with condoms and other forms 

of contraception, communication is an integral part of safe sex. 

Being open and honest with your partner regarding your sexual 

history and any sexual health issues is important for their health 

and safety. 

Bering offers the same advice for students wanting the most 

pleasurable sex. “If you can find someone you're comfortable with, 

someone you can laugh about sex with I think that's a good sign 

of compatibility,” Bering said. 

To be able to discuss openly with your partner about what turns 

you on, and what doesn’t is important for a healthy sexual rela-

tionship. "If you’re constantly worried about that person leaving 

you or judging you if you share what you're really into that's 

probably an indication that you're not with the right person,” 

Bering said. 

For students who are struggling with relationship issues, coun-

sellors who are trained in sexual health and sexuality are available 

through Student Health. Martin said those problems are not un-

common at university. The counsellors can help students with 

anything from family problems to issues of mental health. 

Counsellors also work with international students to clarify any 

cultural differences they may have when it comes to sex and 

relationships.

Each year the health educator from Student Health provides 

training to RAs in the Otago residential colleges. The health ed-

ucator also gives an orientation talk to the first-year students at 

many colleges. Topics covered include sexual consent and re-

sponsible drinking at university. 

A 2012 study in the New Zealand Medical Journal looked at the 

sexual behaviors of New Zealand university students. The study 

abstinence-only 
education would 
prompt, ironically, 
riskier sexual 
decision making
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was motivated by a lack of information on tertiary students and 

their sexual health and a growing concern for the impact of their 

common risky drinking. “Adverse sexual experiences associated 

with drinking are fairly common on university campuses,” ac-

cording to the New Zealand Medical Journal. 

Risky sex was defined as having a high number of sexual 

partners and negative outcomes of sexual experiences and be-

haviors, such as STIs and unintended pregnancies and terminations. 

The prevalence of risky sex was also associated with the chaotic 

lifestyle at university with heavier drinking.

New Zealand has a high rate of chlamydia and STIs compared 

to other developed countries. This is likely associated with a failure 

to use condoms. Condoms are easily accessible in New Zealand, 

being highly subsidised and available free at family planning 

clinics or by prescription. It could be that alcohol use is a contrib-

uting factor to people not using proper protection. 

Of the students studied, New Zealand Medical Journal found that 

most male students made their “sexual debut” at age 16, and age 

17 for female students. Only 54 percent of students used condoms 

the last time they had sex, and the older students are, the less 

likely they are to use condoms. 32 percent of those studied said 

they were also drinking during their most recent sexual encounter. 

The researchers also found in a previous study that New Zealand 

students drink more heavily compared to their peers who are not 

at university. The study cited a 2005 survey which found “New 

Zealand students frequently attributed unsafe, unhappy, and 

unwanted sexual experiences from drinking.” 

This same experience was part of the reason Hill decided give 

up sex for a year of celibacy. During this time, she found that she 

wasn’t hopping into bed with just anyone. She realised that a lot 

of guys she would have slept with the year before were only 

wanting a physical relationship when she wanted something 

more serious.

Though she’s enjoyed her year-long break and she’s learned a 

lot about herself, she’s excited to be back in the dating world and 

to be having sex again. She plans to meet up with someone she’s 

been chatting to on Tinder soon for the first time. 

only 54% of 
students used 
condoms the last 
time they had sex

32% were also 
drinking during their 
most recent sexual 
encounter
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Brunch of 
Champions

by Mel Ansell

Good morning! It’s Sunday, the best day of the week. The sun shines 

brighter on Sundays - the birds tweet a little louder. Po-tee-weet! Can you 

hear them over the pounding in your head and the snoring of the cretin 

you went home with last night? Sure, smother the incoming phone call 

you receive from your flatmate under a pillow; your bedmate is going to 

wake up and look at you cowlishly anyway.

“Brunch? Oh of course, I almost forgot!"

It’s 9:30am- and you have just been saved by Brunch. Use this excuse to 

carry you through that awkward conversation in which you dodge com-

mitting to ever seeing them again. Attack the walk home with a healthy 

balance between dazed and determined to go unseen. Jump in the shower 

(you deserve it!). Choose your largest sunglasses and let’s Brunch!

Kiki Beware:

Didn’t get your fill of wearing black last night? If the only mystery left in 

your identity is where Saturday’s bruises came from, head to Kiki. This 

little gem is for all the long black drinkers and ‘social’ cigarette smokers. 

Don’t think about bringing your raucous squad here, the tables are set up 

specifically for a tête-à-tête with a close confidant. You can recover your 

inner mystique, abandoned around the time you fell executing an over-en-

thusiastic nostalgia krump on the dance floor. Wear your longest, blackest, 

least form-fitting coat (or don’t, your life is your pop-up gallery, I can’t 

say what artworks to hang in it). Take your most poetic friend. Stare at the 

stylised tarot cards on the wall and think pensively of the future, when 

undoubtedly you will be running digital macramé poetry classes in Paris 

(of course not, I’m not putting you in a box with anyone, you walk your 

own path). But look - that girl over there - she’s better dressed than you, 

isn’t she? I bet her life is far more interesting too.

Modaks:

First, ask yourself if you haven’t gone on a few too many Tinder dates here 

recently. If not, consider if your life goal is to have a greased moustache 

and/or thick rimmed glasses. Yes? You will feel right at home! Need to 

make up for that alcohol-fueled vegetarian hiatus that occurred in 

McDonalds last night? You will be pleased to hear Modaks is a haven for 

those with extra dietary requirements. Many of us have dietary require-

ments exclusively on Sunday mornings. If you feel as though paleo chocolate 

cake (gluten, dairy, sugar free) would, despite its profound nutrition, re-

appear on the formica tabletop, that’s okay (my friend Bianca launched 

into a particularly graphic description of Toby’s talents, we know it was 

her fault). To avoid such a scene, embrace the easy-on-the-stomach fluid 

meal in a way you haven’t since you were an infant. I suggest ordering a 

ginger beer, a giant smoothie and a cup of coffee the size of your head (not 

a suitable fluid meal for infants). And maybe tell Bianca you already know 

all about Toby’s skills from Steph.

McDonalds:

Are you kidding me? Don’t choose places actually within your budget! 

McDonalds is strictly for the hours between 2 and 4 am where you can 

scab off someone’s 20 pack of chicken nuggets for the road. McDonalds is 

a nightmare you shouldn’t allow to come back and haunt you in the 

morning, if you can help it. You’re better than that, darling.

The Good Oil:

If your parents are visiting from Auckland, challenge yourself to see just 

how large a bill you can rack up at The Good Oil as they attempt to describe 

the exact shade of beige they are repainting the kitchen with. They might 

be concerned about your horrendous appetite, but on the upside, the mood 

lighting will conceal your bloodshot eyes. You’ve earned that meal; it's 

hard work to commandeer a whole flat clean so your parents won’t see 

that their precious baby is living in a certified hovel. Order the salmon 

bene, add as many extras as you can muster, and relish the thought of the 

half-ass toilet cleaning job you are going to do next time Mr. and Mrs. Little 

pop down to see your flatmate Jo. 

A Scarfie café guide
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Capers:

Did you do something so bad that the only way to forget is to carry your 

wounded soul deep, deep into a crevasse of a cream, custard, sugar and 

yogurt within a mountain of thick, doughy pancakes? Do you think it will 

be safe in there? You can hear your friends talking, but the sound is muffled 

through thick layers of embarrassment, so maybe if you put a slightly 

bigger piece in your mouth they will get the hint - you don’t want to talk 

about it. Here comes the laughter again - and again, so mockingly far from 

humour. It is like sunshine on the day of a death. Hush, this too will pass. 

Lift a hunk of that carbohydrate, that fat, that delicious deliciousness from 

the plate. Rub it on your reddened cheeks, soak up the tears. Lay down on 

the plate. You are the pancake, sweet thing, and your friends have come 

to eat you for Brunch.

The Good Earth:

Were you- were you even out last night? Like seriously, this is supposed 

to be a piece of writing where we all get to bond over our shared culture 

of unhealthy binge drinking and poor decisions. The Good Earth is where 

people who used to frequent Modaks go now that they have decided that 

after all it is cool to have good personal hygiene. This is where they are 

go once they have fought the battle of cognitive dissonance - substance 

abuse vs clean living - and lost.  This is where the disbanded punk band 

sits down with their babies, and use cute names for weed as they discuss 

the old days. This is where lapsed socialists come to say "well yes, I 

definitely agree people should be allowed to do what they want in their 

own homes, but…”, over $5 fair-trade coffee. Honestly, get out. Get out 

before they catch you. 

Good luck choosing your perfect Brunch spot. Ensure you check before 

setting out with your companions that none of them have hooked up with 

any of the staff members. Or, if you feel like an adventure, make sure 

someone has. Just know, as the gossip runs dry and you and your friends 

get as close to the foetal position as possible while sitting upright, that 

this is an important part of the growing up process. Where you choose to 

Brunch is a deeply personal reflection of your character. Is Bianca asleep 

on the table? Wake up, you knob, it’s time to go. Brunch brings us together. 

Brunch helps us bond and share our stresses. As you slip on ice leaving 

the cafe, listen to the birds singing po-tee-weet, and don’t forget to give 

thanks for the small things. You live in a first world country where fresh 

food is readily available. There are people up early enough on a Sunday 

to make you a delicious meal. This time, your card didn’t decline. 

Honestly, 
get out. 
Get out 
before they 
catch you.
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After heavy rain, it’s more than a kayaker’s playground. It’s also 

the council’s mission, a property-owner’s disaster, students’ 

soggy socks and an engineering marvel. The Water of Leith has 

been a temperamental feature of the Dunedin landscape; some 

days it’s Wind in the Willows, and other days it’s The Day After 

Tomorrow. Either way, the river has shaped some strange student 

traditions, and the University’s location.

Did you know where our main campus now sits used to be the 

Botanic Gardens? Because the river kept flooding the flower fields, 

the original gardens were relocated in 1869, and the city gifted 

the flood-prone land to the university.

Most of the time the river is more casual than a Sunday stroll, but 

by nature of its steep catchment (the area that catches all the 

rainwater is high up in the Waitati hills), large torrents of water 

can catch us down here by surprise. The biggest floods of the 

1920s saw the laidback Leith turn into a roaring menace that cut 

down banks, overtook intersections, hollowed out bridges and 

caused more mayhem than a Hyde Street Keg Party. 

Over the years, a variety of construction works turned the river 

into a boulder-trapping, high-walled concrete channel complete 

with the double-laned drain that would be perfect for Thunder 

Road 2.0. Yet in times of heavy rain the Leith would still flood 

itself, and the Otago Regional Council took up the challenge of 

Extreme Makeover: River Edition.

The construction you walk around on your way to class is the 

latest in the engineering feats to tame the Leith. The Leith Flood 

Protection Scheme has been a decade long project (and counting) 

by the regional council. They are upgrading certain parts of the 

river so it can cope with a once-in-a-100-year flood. Through 

campus, the new Leith will be able to handle a flow of up to 202 

cumecs (cubic meters per second); that’s 290 Olympic sized 

swimming pools flowing past the clock-tower every hour. Last 

June’s deluge saw the river at half that capacity, providing ripper 

rapids for kayakers and surfers. It also gave confidence that the 

protection works will do their job and keep the city streets safe.

The protection scheme was first rolled out in 2006 and is scheduled 

to finish in 2020, when hopefully most of you have graduated. 

Years of research and hydraulic testing helped engineers conclude 

that channel widening was the best improvement for the river, 

along with weirs (the steps) and more rocks. By increasing the 

width of the Leith at certain points, potential pressure can be 

lessened, reducing flow rate and the risk of flooding in the streets.

While the idea of paddling on your surfboard to class or being 

marooned at the flat sounds romantic, the novelty will probably 

The Water of Leith: 
Past and Current

by Charlotte Panton
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city safe. While providing protection from the potentially risky 

river, the scheme has opened up the waterway and the improve-

ment to the university grounds is an added bonus. Not many 

universities have a river running through their campus and an 

outdoor stage leading down to it.

Those new stairs outside St David’s were helpful for this year’s 

freshers of Selwyn College. Seventy-eight years ago, for reasons 

unknown, two Selwyn lads stole the Knox Master’s cast-iron 

bathtub and made their getaway by floating it back down the 

Leith. This set in motion an initiation tradition, the Leith Run. On 

the last Saturday of O-week, all the Selwyn freshers carry this 

heavy bathtub down the river, whilst being pelted with eggs, flour 

and unmentionables. This year’s initiation started at the Leith 

Street beach and finished on the stairs in front of the clock-tower. 

The old channel would have been impossible to scale, but now 

the Leith is the ideal place to take a break, a date, or even a bath 

for a run.

Another mysterious tradition is the elusive bike race. Students 

would crowd the overbridge and line the channel walls, again 

throwing allsorts at the tough souls carrying their bikes upstream. 

There is bare minimum information on this tradition, although 

photographic evidence associates it with the Capping Show of 

1972. But who started it? Is it still going? Does that explain some 

of the dead bikes in the Leith? Did it happen this year? Who knows? 

But with the improved river bed the potential biking conditions 

are better than ever. 

Students have been getting wet ‘n’ wild with the Water of Leith 

for years when it was as welcoming as The Wall. But now, thanks 

to the massive undertaking by the Otago Regional Council and 

the University’s Master Campus Plan it’s becoming an accessible, 

safer and good-looking river ready for action.

wear off quickly. You won’t be able to pop into New World for 

supplies, the hospital might be tricky to get to and unless you 

have a wading suit, any outdoor activity will be soaking. If you 

live too close to the river’s edge, your house could flood and the 

carpet may reek for weeks. Transport services will be disrupted 

and could leave you stranded at university for a while.

Students aren’t the only creatures to live on the Leith. The river is 

home to a diverse range of slippery life: salmon, eels, brown trout, 

freshwater crays, and not to mention a plethora of insect species 

too numerous to mention. If you want to dabble in some fishing, 

you’ll need a licence from Fish & Game to catch ‘em all. We’ve all 

heard from a friend about their friend’s friend too poor to take out 

a fishing licence and caught a trout in his washing basket. 

Technically he didn’t use a rod or net so he got away with it, al-

though it’s hard to imagine this being an easy method. With all 

the extra rocks and weirs brought in during construction come 

more niches for all the river critters. There’s a pair of Paradise 

ducks that hang out on the Clyde and Forth St bank; and if you’re 

an ‘I Spy’ kind of guy, try spot the camouflaged mother duck 

nesting next to the Leith St overbridge (hint: willow trees). 

To preserve this biodiversity, construction work halts during 

spawning time of the fish, giving them peace and quiet to continue 

the circle of life. That’s why there isn’t much happening at the 

moment. But while you’re off enjoying the summer sun, the re-

gional council will start construction on the Leith’s elbow bend, 

under the Information Technology Services (ITS) building. This is 

a crucial point on the river; if the once-in-a-100-year event hits 

tomorrow (don’t panic, it’s highly unlikely), this is where the Leith 

could overflow. 

All the construction, rock moving and native planting is not just 

about making the campus beautiful, it’s also about keeping the 

290 Olympic-sized 
swimming pools flow 
past the clock-tower 

every hour
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    Otago 2017
SUMMER SCHOOL

Te Kura Raumati

World SUICIDE 
PREVENTION DAY
September 10, 1 – 4pm
Glenroy Auditorium, Dunedin
Time for sharing stories from the community, music, Kapa Haka, love tokens 
and candles. Local and out of town speakers dedicated to suide prevention 

Everyone 
welcome at 
this gold coin 
donation event
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Letters to the Editor

LETTER OF THE WEEK: GET OFF YOUR 
HIGH-HAM

WOMEN'S SELF DEFENCE

The letter of the week 
wins a $30 BOOK VOUCHER

from the University Book 
Shop

It would be ‘fundamentally wrong’, in Joe 

Higham’s opinion, to enjoy one week, specifically 

Islamic Awareness Week, without attacking 

Islam. Personally, I’m getting pretty sick of read-

ing Higham’s opinions. His deliberately evocative 

language is offensive, particularly so given the 

focus of this issue. He thinks it’s fundamentally 

wrong to present the stories of actual Muslims 

at Otago, without also presenting his views on 

archaic fundamentalists in the Middle East, their 

delusional beliefs and illiterate forefathers. At 

least he’s clear about these being his opinions, 

not Critics. Each issue, however, I find myself 

wondering why his diatribes continually 

reach print.

Being Islam Awareness Week, I would like to 

give a shout out to my Southeast Asian brothers 

and sisters whose religion beliefs see them 

constantly tarred with the same brush as those 

Muslims half a world away, dealing with some 

tragic shit. A shout out to the stories in this issue, 

like Khalisah Ishak’s hilarious and down to earth 

piece. A shout out to all our students, whose 

cultures, values and beliefs are constantly re-

duced to gender and terror, whose views are 

undermined by opinion pieces like this.

Sincerely, Sick of Higham

I'd like to commend Critic on it's entertaining, 

thorough and generally fair review of many of 

Dunedin's second hand book shops. I'm the 

proprietor of the shop you called 'Book Sale' 

which indicates to me that I need to have an 

intensive staff training exercise. The shop is 

called Stafford 6 Books and Bric a Brac though 

the name is seldom uttered among staff. 6 equals 

the street number and number of stalls. The Bric 

a Brac mainly consists of music cassettes and 

video tapes. The signs I have that proclaim 'Book 

Sale' were the only ones available and could be 

modified with a can of spray paint to add the 

accurate phrase "Non stop". Yes. I also learned 

from the review that I need more signage indi-

cating which stall is which and what sections 

are what. It's an exaggeration to say "the books 

are not organised in any way"

You see, two thirds of the books are in cate-

gories (e.g. literature, poetry, crime, foreign 

language, mind and body) and two thirds of 

these are in alphabetical order. The biggest stall 

helps to raise funds for The Fred Hollows 

Foundation and has raised $12 000 in three years.

It is true to say I've not done much to tart the 

place up though I'm glad that Dead Souls got the 

top mark for ambience which it well deserves 

as it has the classic antiquarian bookshop aes-

thetic. I was surprised that Charlie O'Mannin 

took such great offence at the old paperback 

covers which most book lovers of whatever age 

will appreciate as design classics however his-

trionic or lamentable the images portrayed. 

However these covers are not centre stage as 

the shop now takes pride of place at street level 

and looks like any classic bookshop found in 

Edinburgh, Greenwich Village or Hay on Wye. 

One book section overlooked in the Stafford/

Princess/Jetty St. area is that of the Hospice Shop 

on the corner of Bond and Jetty which prides 

itself on looking like a proper bookshop.

So folks. Please head down to this Great 

Bookshop Triangle as you check out the street 

art,  the op shops and the Historic Precinct.

“This course aims to build greater self-confi-

dence; challenge myths and stereotypes about 

gender and violence; and provide more choices 

for how to deal with a range of situations: from 

everyday disrespect to serious attacks; from 

'stranger danger' to healthy and unhealthy re-

lationships.  In a fun, supportive space we'll 

practise techniques—mental, verbal and phys-

ica—which anyone can use, no matter how big 

or little they are, for staying safe and empowered! 

All women including  gender minorities 

warmly welcomed.

5 Week Evening Course 
OUSA Clubs & Societies Centre
Thursdays 6-7:30pm, 8 Sept—6 Oct

NOTE FROM THE

CAMPUS COP:

One thing that you learn very quickly as a Police 

Office is that “shit” does indeed happen. Often 

very quickly and with devastating consequenc-

es. After 23 years as a Police Officer, I have seen 

my fair share of the aforementioned brown stuff.

With this experience behind me, it gives me 

an insight and an ability to predict and hopefully 

prevent incidents occurring.

Of course, incidents that are prevented, never 

make the news, never spark an inquiry. No one 

goes to hospital and no one’s parents are visited 

with devastating news in the early hours 

of the night.

I enjoy a good party and a few quiets as much 

as the next person. I also enjoy policing student 

gatherings such as the recent Agnew Street Party.

What I do not enjoy is spending hours in a 

never ending crusade to keep students from 

climbing onto surrounding roofs.

This was, unbelievably,  after an ambulance 

had attended the party to remove a student 

whom had fallen from a roof.

Alcohol and height are a dangerous combi-

nation.  I can predict with confidence that if you 

consume alcohol and climb onto a roof, your 

chances of being involved in a tragedy are huge. 

Shit does happen.

Will it take a death before the message sinks 

in,  I hope not.  I cannot be everywhere, at all 

times to inject common sense.

On a brighter note, in the most part,  it was a 

very successful and enjoyable day.  I even caught 

glimpses of Eliza McCartney’s brilliant bronze 

medal pole vault effort after a flat set up an 

outdoor screen.  I’m sure she would agree that 

height and alcohol don’t mix.

Thankfully, the student involved will make a 

full recovery.

P.S. I found a very expensive pair of prescrip-

tion glasses at the party.  If they are yours, 

contact me at the Proctor’s Office.

 

Regards

Constable John Woodhouse
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Clark V Woodhouse

David Clark Michael Woodhouse

IS GROWING INEQUALITY IN 
NEW ZEALAND INEVITABLE? 

Inequalities have grown faster in 

New Zealand since the 1980s than 

elsewhere. Growth in inequality 

happens because the choices made 

by successive Governments hold 

our country back. Rich-country 

think-tank the OECD released a 

report showing that growing in-

equalities have held back New 

Zealand’s economic growth, more 

than other OECD countries, in 

recent decades.  

Helen Clark’s Labour Government 

is the only one to have held the line, 

temporarily stopping the growth in 

income inequalities in New Zealand. 

They pulled 130,000 children out of 

poverty through the Working for 

Families programme, beefed up 

social housing provision, and in-

troduced income related rents. 

Perhaps more importantly, they 

grew the economy and shared the 

benefits of this growth across the 

board. Governments can choose 

to do that.

The current Government isn’t 

choosing to do that. In 2010 they 

borrowed offshore to introduce a 

tax package which disproportion-

ately favoured the very well off.  Top 

earners ended up with a lot more 

in their pockets. At the same time, 

John Key broke a pre-election 

promise by increasing GST—a tax 

that hits low and modest earners 

the hardest. This tax ‘switch’—

which grew the gap between the 

wealthiest New Zealanders and the 

rest of us—was National’s top pri-

ority in their first term. 

National believes there is no 

problem. Despite numerous inter-

national reports highlighting 

growing inequalities, and the low-

est home ownership rates in New 

Zealand since 1951, the current 

Government baldly states that 

inequalities are not growing.  

Kids who go to school hungry 

won’t achieve their potential, and 

that affects us all. They are less 

likely to earn well and pay generous 

taxes, and are more likely to bring 

the cost of preventable illnesses 

into our health system. Believing 

the system is against them (and it 

probably is)—their chances of 

ending up in the criminal justice 

system are increased too. 

Growing inequalities can seem 

inevitable once things get too far 

out of whack. In countries with high 

inequalities the ultra-wealthy grow 

to have a disproportionate influ-

ence on Government; those coun-

tries tend to underinvest in infra-

structure like schools, hospitals and 

roads since the ultra-wealthy ac-

cess private education and health-

care, and can always buy a Hummer 

to cope with potholes.  

We need a Government that 

stands up for the interests of most 

New Zealanders rather than the 

interests of a few ultra-wealthy 

individuals. For New Zealand to get 

ahead, we need every citizen to be 

maximising their individual 

potential.

Inequality is a term often used by 

social scientists to measure the 

degree to which income, wealth or 

opportunity is equitably distributed 

and, in particular, whether we have 

become more or less equal over 

time.  It is also used by politicians 

to paint their parties in the most 

favourable light and their oppo-

nents use inequality data to attack 

the Government. In reality inequal-

ity is more complex than the polit-

ical rhetoric and is a function of a 

number of things including tax 

rates, the changing job market, the 

number of two-income households 

and the growth of retirement-aged 

New Zealanders.  

I have no doubt David Clark will 

talk about GINI coefficients and 

breathlessly state that inequality 

is higher under my Government 

than it’s ever been. That is simply 

not true. When it comes to income 

inequality the best evidence indi-

cates that income inequality rose 

in the 1980s and 1990s (and most 

sharply under the fourth Labour 

Government), was stable under the 

Clark Labour Government and has 

reduced slightly under the Key 

Government.

Faced with this reality the 

Government’s opponents may look 

to wealth inequality and point to 

data suggesting that has grown on 

our watch. What has changed is 

houses are more affordable when 

considering after-tax income 

growing strongly ahead of inflation, 

significant reductions in interest 

rates and the availability of the 

Kiwisaver Homestart grants and 

withdrawal arrangements. It might 

not feel like it given the focus on 

Auckland’s median house prices 

but that’s the reality.

Of course if inequality is such a 

bad thing the obvious solution 

would be to have everyone on the 

same income and asset base right? 

Well no, and actually few people 

promote that as the socialist utopia 

to which we should aspire. That’s 

where equality of opportunity 

comes in. Some call it social mobil-

ity. Whatever the terms used, the 

important challenge is to ensure 

every New Zealander has the 

chance to work hard, better them-

selves and reap the reward for their 

efforts. Education is the key to that 

mobility and the Government has 

invested heavily in ensuring im-

provements in NCEA qualifications, 

particularly for Maori and Pasifika 

students.

While there is always going to be 

a degree of difference in incomes 

according to skill and labour supply 

and demand, it is not correct to say 

that growing inequality is inevita-

ble. New Zealand is heading in the 

right direction, handing families the 

tools to succeed and increasing the 

incomes and net worth.
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Matters of Debate

+Affirmative  

The Otago University Debating Society meets every Tuesday 

at 6pm for social debating—new members are always wel-

come! Join our Facebook group for more information

—Negative  

THIS HOUSE WOULD GO AHEAD WITH BUILDING 
THE NEW ANIMAL TESTING LAB

by Gandalf the Greyby The Dread Pirate Roberts

The new animal lab isn’t being built because animal research 

is particularly useful; it’s not being built to improve the lives of 

research animals. It’s being built so that some post-graduate 

science majors can get their PhDs. There’s nothing noble about 

it. At least, so far as we know; the University hasn’t exactly been 

transparent about the project. 

When asking ourselves to whom we owe moral duties, the 

important question is not whether they can reason, or talk, but 

whether they can suffer. It doesn’t take an animal researcher to 

figure out that animals can and do in fact suffer, and will continue 

to suffer in the new lab. 

Because we don’t know what will take place in the animal 

lab, we can’t know what it will be like to be an animal used in 

it, but it will likely involve high invasive non-necessary surgical 

procedures, application of chemical compounds to animal’s skin 

and eyes, genetic manipulation, the intentional infliction of 

disease, and ultimately death when the animal is no longer ‘useful’.  

The investment in the animal lab is bad for users of health 

services. Mice aren’t humans. Nor are cats and dogs. Their biology 

is different and this means that data from animal research is 

fundamentally flawed. In the '50s, Thalidomide was thought to 

be safe after extensive testing on animals, but when used in 

humans caused thousands of severe birth defects. 

The alternative is using voluntary human subjects and human 

tissues to test on. Though fewer subjects will be available, the 

data collected is much more relevant than the mountains of data 

collected in misguided animal research. 

Finally, the lab is an unwise investment for the University. 

Public distaste for animal use is growing and not showing any 

signs of slowing down, particularly among young people, which 

means students. More students doing science degrees will simply 

refuse to participate in lessons which involve animals. Demand 

for the laboratory will drop too. Fewer graduate students will 

conduct animal research. 

In short, the University will have built a facility that very few 

people will want to use, with money it could have invested in 

alternative research facilities with more promising prospects. 

The University of Otago recently announced it would be building 

a new animal research lab costing $50m. There are those who 

object out of concern for the animals, but they fail to appreciate the 

innumerable benefits human society gets from animal research. 

Morality is a radically human capacity, stemming from our 

ability to consciously and voluntarily co-operate with each other, 

using language, to reach shared goals. Animals crucially lack 

this feature. To talk of animals as if they were participants in 

moral systems is therefore absurd. 

But in saying that, it’s still obvious that we shouldn’t be going 

around killing and torturing animals at random for its own sake. 

And in the animal lab we won’t be. All uses of animals in the 

new lab will be tied directly to the goal of improving human 

health and well-being while ensuring the maximum welfare 

for the animals involved. 

Health consumers will benefit from the lab. The other side 

will say that animal research is fundamentally flawed, because 

mice aren’t humans. But saying that fails to acknowledge the 

advances made with animal experimentation. Treatments for 

cancer, heart disease, and diabetes have been discovered and 

improved using animal research, and there’s no reason to think 

that won’t continue. New and improved treatments mean cheaper 

and more effective healthcare for everyone, including those who 

object to animal research. 

The University also benefits from a long term investment in 

high quality animal research. Better facilities help to create better 

science. The University will be able to compete with other larger 

and better funded research centres around the world. Further, 

with a growing shift of students from the humanities to sciences, 

the demand for animals in teaching and research is going to go 

up. The University needs to make sure it keeps up with demand. 
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Dear Sexcellent,

My boyfriend watches pornography, and I feel uncomfortable 

about that. Am I not enough? Is this like cheating on me? 

From Feeling Blue

Dear Feeling Blue,

If you are in a relationship with someone whose behaviour makes 

you uncomfortable, you need to have a conversation with that 

person about it. This is my first piece of advice - talk it out. 

However, I do have some general thoughts on pornography to 

share with you. Going back thousands of years, people have always 

drawn, carved, written or in some way depicted sexual activity 

between humans to look at and enjoy the viewing of. Pornography 

has always existed. 

Today, there is a range of technology that has allowed pornog-

raphy to become more graphic, physical and consumable. You 

can literally find videos of people doing any kind of act that you 

may have a fetish or interest in. Whether or not this is a good 

thing, I do not know. Pornography can certainly be problematic. 

However, with the sexualised nature of media and the world these 

days, people, and young men specifically, are exposed to por-

nographic material at an increasingly younger age. The point I 

am trying to make here is that whatever you might think about 

pornography and the content of it, it’s really normal for people to 

watch it —especially men. 

If your boyfriend is watching pornography instead of having 

sex with you, then maybe you need to talk to him about why that 

is. Pornography consumption is something that a lot of men do, 

and it’s part of their life and routine. It can be a very private and 

personal thing. Many would not see it as cheating and certainly 

wouldn’t be thinking that you weren’t enough for them in real life. 

You should never force yourself into a relationship you are 

uncomfortable with. You need to talk to your boyfriend and discuss 

with him what the issue is, and if he is not willing you change, 

you need to consider if you are willing to change. Is this guy worth 

budging on your moral standpoint when it comes to pornography? 

Is his continued consumption something you can handle in a 

relationship? These are the things you need to consider. 

Good luck and lots of love,  

-S xx

Sexcellent

STUPUDIO THE BOYFRIEND & THE PORN

Dear Ethel

Dear Ethel,

I’m living in a studio room and it’s really miserable. I never see 

any of my other housemates and when I do, it’s just in passing. 

The kitchen’s always gross but I don’t feel I can saying anything 

about it. I’m so uncomfortable using the communal spaces that 

I just don’t bother anymore. I stay at the library until it closes and 

then go straight to my room. What can I do?

-Lonely and Grossed Out

Dear Lonely and Grossed Out,

We hear you! There are more and more studio rooms popping up 

everywhere and they seem like a really inviting alternative to 

flatting but have their own downsides. For a start, you have no 

control over who you are sharing space with.

Studio rooms are often isolating. I’m not sure whether you are 

usually a sociable person? You may feel that you don’t ‘fit in’ but 

it might be that some of the others you are sharing with are also 

feeling isolated. If you are up to it, you could try spending a bit of 

time in the shared space and striking up a conversation. Or, you 

could ask a friend over and be in that shared space together so 

that you have some support. That may help break the ice with 

others who use the kitchen and lounge.

In terms of the cleanliness of the kitchen, you could talk to the 

landlord or property manager about it (but make sure they’re not 

going to name you!) and ask them to keep a closer watch on it. If 

you do start having conversations with your housemates, you 

might feel able to raise the kitchen issue.

While it’s not going to fix feeling isolated in your accommo-

dation, you may find it helpful to join one of the clubs and societies 

on offer through OUSA. You could also consider volunteering with 

OUSA and UniCrew. Not only will you be helping others but you 

will meet like-minded people. 

You can drop in and have a confidential chat with one of our 

advocates at 5 Ethel B. We can look at your tenancy agreement 

and see if your studio room complex is actually a boarding house. 

If it is there is the potential for you to terminate your lease without 

any ongoing financial obligation. You’re also welcome just to pop 

in and vent – whatever you need!

Hope to see you soon...

Whole lotta love, 

-Ethel xox
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Tinderesting

Got a Tinder notification on my phone ... realised I don’t 

have Tinder and was holding my girlfriends phone.

I chatted a girl up that had a nice dresser in one of her pics. 

I needed a dresser for my new house. She ended up selling 

it to me for $10. That was a good hookup.

-Friend of a friend's boyfriend thought he would be sly and 

try out tinder for a little side action.

-Girlfriend’s friend sees his pics on there and tells the GF.

-GF creates account with fake pictures and sets up a date 

with cheating BF.

-Boyfriend walks into restaurant bar to meet his date to 

find his actual GF.

-Shits a brick.

On the bus once I saw myself come up on a girl's tinder… 

She swiped left. I was heartbroken. 

I accidentally superliked a guy I knows tinder… He's actually 

engaged.. Beyond awkward. 

I once went on a tinder date and managed to get back to 

her house… When she went to ‘freshen up’ I accidentally 

spewed on the carpet.. I left before she got back. 

SELF-POLLUTION (MASTURBATION) 

Part One*

Vitalogy

There are various names given to the unnatural and degrading 

vice of producing venereal excitement by the hand, or other means, 

generally resulting in a discharge of semen in the male and a 

corresponding emission in the female. Unfortunately, it is a vice 

by no means uncommon among the youth of both sexes, and is 

frequently continued into riper years. 

The following are some of the symptoms of those who are 

addicted to the habit: Inclination to shun company or society; 

frequently being missed from the company of the family, or others 

with whom he or she is associated; becoming timid and bashful, 

and shunning the society of the opposite sex; the face is apt to 

be pale and often a bluish or purplish streak under the eyes, while 

the eyes themselves look dull and languid and the edges of the 

eyelids often become red and sore; the person can not look any 

one steadily in the face, but will drop the eyes or turn away from 

your gaze as if guilty of something mean. 

The health soon becomes noticeably impaired; there will be 

general debility, a slowness of growth, weakness in the lower 

limbs, nervousness and unsteadiness of the hands, loss of memory, 

forgetfulness and inability to study or learn, a restless disposition, 

weak eyes and loss of sight, headache and inability to sleep, or 

wakefulness. Next come sore eyes, blindness, stupidity, con-

sumption, spinal affliction, emaciation, involuntary seminal 

emissions, loss of all energy or spirit, insanity and idiocy - the 

hopeless ruin of both body and mind. These latter results do not 

always follow. Yet they or some of them do often occur as the 

direct consequences of the pernicious habit. 

The subject is an important one. Few, perhaps, ever think, or 

ever know, how many unfortunate inmates of our lunatic asylums 

have been sent there by this dreadful vice. Were the whole truth 

upon this subject known, it would alarm parents, as well as the 

guilty victims of the vice, more even than the dread of the cholera 

or smallpox.

*This information was taken from Vitalogy, a real medical book 

published in 1923. This column is for entertainment only and 

should not be taken as advice by anyone, ever.

Got a tinderesting story yourself? 

Email it through at critic@critic.co.nz
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ODT Watch

SUICIDE

First World Problems

New Zealand has one of the highest youth suicide rates among the OECD 

countries. This is a startling statistic when you compare it with other 

figures that paint New Zealand in nothing but a favourable light. High 

life expectancy, literacy rates, physicians per 1000. By all accounts, New 

Zealanders have it pretty good. So what gives?

We often assume that suicide is a consequence of bad circumstances 

in a person’s life. That one’s life must be irreversibly bad for one to 

consider suicide as an option. This would be viewed “rational behaviour”. 

In economics, rational players make decisions based on cost-benefit. 

If the “cost” of living was greater than the benefit of living, then rationally 

one should stop living. This is why economists have a bad reputation 

for being cold, amoral, and heartless. So why do so many first world 

countries such as New Zealand, Korea, Japan, and the United States have 

suicide rates higher than that of many third world countries like Syria, 

Libya and Iraq.

This trend can be explained through looking at absolute vs relative 

poverty and applying this idea to happiness. Absolute poverty is when 

one lives below a poverty line. It is when people can’t afford proper 

housing or enough food for the family. Absolute poverty is found in 

almost all countries, but in third world countries in particular. Relative 

poverty occurs when a person doesn’t make enough income to maintain 

the average living standard in the country. We see this as a common 

feature of first world countries. Not everyone can afford a Mercedes Benz.

Now apply this principle to happiness. When the population on the 

whole lives in bad conditions, people tend to blame external factors on 

their circumstances. It’s not their fault their country is in a civil war or 

that it's run by corrupt politicians. Contrast this with first world countries. 

When a person is surrounded by successful and happy people, then 

that person is more likely to blame intrinsic factors for their circum-

stances. In other words, people living in developed nations are more 

likely blame themselves and their own lack of ability for any short-

comings in their life. 

Suicide is still a topic that needs to be thoroughly researched and 

understood to better aid those at risk. These trends in the data exist 

and finding the underlying principles may bring us a step closer to 

effectively tackling the problem.

But can’t think of anything to ask for that he 

doesn’t already have.

 

This week Gregor Macaulay does ODT Watch’s 

job for us.

I don’t think the ODT quite realised that he was 

ripping into them.

The Olympic gold medal eating event kicked off 

strong this week.

Apparently the ODT have a columnist who 

comments on the composition of primary 

school photos. 

Every time I think the ODT can’t cover a subject more 

boring they manage to surpass themselves.

And finally this week, unable to choose between two 

options, the ODT editorial staff were heard saying 

“fuck it, put both in”. 

by Charlie O'Mannin, Connor Seddon by Danielle Pintacasi
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Film

KUBO GREEN ROOM 

Director: Jeremy Saulnier Director: Travis Knight

by Laura Starling Review: Laura Starling

Rating: B+Rating: A

From Laika, the studio behind the likes of Paranorman, Coraline and The 

Boxtrolls, comes Kubo, a magical coming of age tale. The line “If you must 

blink, do it now” opens the film, setting the scene for a fantastic adventure 

film about love, family and storytelling. 

Kubo (Art Parkinson), a one-eyed young boy in ancient Japan, lives in 

a cliffside cave with his mother. He cares for her as she drifts in and out 

of a catatonic state. During the day, he makes a living by impressing the 

local townsfolk with his magical ability and storytelling skills. He does 

this by playing his shamisen - a magical musical instrument - that allows 

him to animate and control the figures he creates. Despite normally being 

careful at his mother’s warnings, one evening Kubo stays out into the 

night and is found by his evil aunts (Rooney Mara) and Grandfather, the 

Moon King (Ralph Fiennes). With the help of Monkey (Charlize Theron) and 

Beetle (Matthew McConaughey), Kubo sets out on an epic quest to save 

his family, solve the mystery of his fallen father and defeat the forces 

against him. The claymation alone is enough to praise this film. Laika has 

proven time and time again how capable it is when it comes to animating 

children’s films with their clay creations moving impressively and naturally 

across the screen. The voice acting by an all star cast is great throughout. 

Art Parkinson proves himself as a competent voice actor, and George Takei 

lends his voice to one of the townsfolk for a sneaky cameo. 

Kubo tells such a sweet story. It’s predictable at times, but not in a bad 

way, and still manages to take a different spin on things anyway. Even 

when you might guess what will happen next, it will unfold in a surprising 

way, or result in something entirely unexpected. The film makes some 

bold decisions, especially for what is essentially a children’s film, but 

sticks with it. A weaker film would have given in and taken the easier and 

essentially ‘happier’ route. But happiness in this case is subjective, and 

the clever, kind and trusting Kubo makes for an excellent hero.

A broke punk rock band by the name of the Ain’t Rights takes a detour 

to a remote Oregon roadhouse, to play a gig in hopes of making some 

money after a dismal turnout at their last gig. They’re promised a decent 

pay and so make the trip using syphoned gas. When they show up, they 

find that the place is swarming with white supremacists. They choose to 

open their set with a cover of “Nazi Punks Fuck Off”, enraging the crowd, 

before going on to their original songs. They get their money and begin 

to load up their van to head off. However, the bassist, Pat (Anton Yelchin) 

witnesses a murder scene and the group are forced to stay against their 

will. The band members and a young woman (Imogen Poots) barricade 

themselves in the green room, demanding the police. 

Green Room is a thriller and slasher combo at its core, with every scene 

building towards the eventual climax. Even before the band gets mixed 

up in the drama, the scenes in the bar leading up to and during their set 

leave you feeling tense and uncomfortable —something bad is about to 

happen, you just know it. 

There’s not many moments in this film where I found myself scolding 

the characters for being so stupid as I normally do in slashers. Their 

actions and behaviour, under the circumstances, seem reasonable to 

me. They’ve been thrust into this situation and they all react 

differently. 

What brings the film together more than anything else is the superb 

acting from everyone involved. The other band members, Sam (Aila 

Shawkat), Reece (Joe Cole) and Tiger (Callum Turner) are great. Patrick 

Stewart makes for an unsettling villain, leading the neo-Nazi organisation. 

He was believable and creepy as he delivered calm instructions to the 

entirely expendable white supremacists under his command. Imogen 

Poots is clever, bad ass and interesting. Green Room is one of the late 

Anton Yelchin’s last films, showcasing his talent and variety in the film 

industry. Overall, a good slasher film. Not necessarily the best ever, but 

definitely up there and worth a watch. 
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HONEY, I SHRUNK THE KIDS STEVEN UNIVERSE (SERIES)

Director: Joe Johnston 
Rating: B+

Creator: Rebecca Sugar
Rating: A+

Review: Laura StarlingReview: Alex Campbell-Hunt 

Honey I Shrunk the Kids is a guaranteed nostalgia-tastic viewing expe-

rience for any kids of the '80s or '90s. Whether you grew up with the 

movie or not (though I did), the pre-CGI effects, elaborate sets, gentle 

pace, and general look and feel of the film place you right in 1989. There’s 

talk of a remake every so often, but this film really couldn’t be recreated 

today. Rick Moranis stars as Wayne Szalinski, a suburban inventor who 

accidentally reduces his children to an abnormally small size, and must 

then recount the event to his wife in the first person. He has become 

convinced that his prototype shrinking machine will never work, but 

one day his children Nick and Amy, as well as the neighbours’ children 

Ron and Russ Thompson, find out the hard way that it does in fact work. 

Now a quarter of an inch tall, the kids are accidentally thrown out with 

the trash, and must trek through the Szalinskis’ garden in order to return 

home. The garden’s insects, sprinklers and lawnmowers are suddenly a 

lot more menacing. 

The film takes care to place itself in the real world, spending a full 23 

minutes with the two families as they do everyday things, before anything 

crazy happens. The kids are often kind of unpleasant—they spend much 

of the film’s runtime bickering with each other, but they at least seem 

like real kids, rather than the squeaky-clean caricatures of say, High 

School Musical. Apparently the lead role of Wayne Szalinski was turned 

down by both Chevy Chase and John Candy before Rick Moranis was 

offered it, but it’s hard to imagine anyone but Moranis in the role: he 

doesn’t go for an overtly wacky or eccentric portrayal of the inventor, 

but just plays it like a normal dad. And because everything is relatable, 

the action packs more of a punch when it arrives—sometimes getting 

quite intense for a kids’ movie. 

Overall, the film is yet another example of why this was a golden era 

for family movies (in my completely unbiased opinion as someone who 

grew up around that time). While not quite up there with Jurassic Park 

or Jumanji, it’s worth revisiting. 

Steven Universe is quite possibly the most progressive children’s TV 

show ever. Steven Universe (Zach Callison), who the show is named after, 

is a young (mostly) human boy with magical powers due to being the 

son of the Crystal Gem, Rose Quartz (Susan Egan). Gems are essentially 

a race of alien women who are formed from precious gems. The Crystal 

Gems have remained on earth to protect it from monsters and other alien 

related threats. Steven lives with the Crystal Gems Garnet (Estelle), Pearl 

(Deedee Magno) and Amethyst (Michaela Dietz) in a house attached to 

their temple. The show begins with Steven at quite a young age, with no 

ability to use his powers, and only just beginning to join them on 

their missions. 

There are many aspects that make the show amazing. The animation 

is adorable, the voice acting is perfect and it’s filled with sweet songs. It 

also depicts a multitude of different body types, relationships, sexualities 

and genders, on top of depicting perhaps the healthiest lesbian relation-

ships on TV. Furthermore, while Steven is a boy, who is adventurous, 

courageous and confident; he’s also sweet, nurturing and caring. He 

wants to help and save people, he’s sensitive to the feelings of others, 

and frequently works hard to help other people resolve conflicts and find 

alternative methods to violence. He’s incredibly patient and kind with 

everyone he encounters. This isn’t to say he is flawless, but he’s definitely 

up there on the good person scale. 

All the other characters become very relatable through Steven’s in-

nately empathetic nature. Because of this, the show is able to tackle some 

meaningful and serious topics, and reveals an emotional depth that few 

children’s animated shows are capable of. 

There is literally nothing I don’t like about Steven Universe. It’s perfect, 

and all other TV is ruined for me forever. Episodes are only 11 minutes 

long, and there’s three whole seasons to consume—so get amongst. 
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Review: Campbell Calverley

Review: Campbell Calverley

SILENT HILL 2 SHADOW OF THE 
COLOSSUS

Games

Rating: Classic

Xbox  |

PS2  |

Developed by Team Silent, 
Published by Konami

Developed by Team 
ICO, Published by Sony 
Computer Entertainment

Modern gaming can be alienating to some. This 

is not because of excessive difficulty or because 

of technology advancing too quickly, but 

because of sensory overload. There is a trend 

for modern games to be open-world, action 

packed, maximalist blockbusters. One can 

quickly get fatigued by them; if you have the 

freedom to do everything, you lose the desire to 

do anything. To compare, here are two games 

that deliberately make the player feel 

completely alone.

Silent Hill 2 is a horror game that was released 

in the red-letter year of 2001. Its prequel was a 

game that worked within the technological 

limitations of the original PlayStation to create 

an unverving, fog-filled environment. The town 

of Silent Hill is an abandoned shell that is not 

haunted by anything in particular. Rather than 

be a host for a higher power, the town seems to 

act as judge of whoever wanders into the town, 

taunting them with an ironic fate that matches 

whatever sins they may have committed 

in the past.

While the first Silent Hill was a more standard 

horror affair about demons and lost children, 

While it doesn’t deal with heavy psychological 

themes, Shadow of the Colossus is another 

beautifully empty game that instead imbues a 

feeling of the mythical. It is the 2005 spiritual 

successor to Team ICO’s first game, Ico. While 

that game was a dreamlike, dialogue-free puzzle 

game about a boy and a girl, this game is about 

an androgynous youngster named Wander who 

brings his deceased lover to a cursed land. Here, 

he calls upon the power of a mysterious god 

named Dormin, who makes a deal with him: if 

he can find and slay 16 colossi spread around 

the cursed land, he will bring Wander’s lover 

back to life.

What follows is essentially 16 astonishing 

boss fights. The colossi are massive, lumbering 

and beautiful, and there is an ongoing question 

of whether they are inherently evil or whether 

you are unnecessarily disturbing their peace. 

Each fight is a puzzle in itself, with you needing 

to figure out how to clamber your way onto their 

enormous frames, and how to find and manoeu-

vre your way to their weak points. Each fight 

feels dramatic and intense, but they all 

feel significant.

This significance is accomplished by the large 

gaps of time between fights. The land you travel 

through is desolate, deserted and empty. No 

music plays as you travel, so you are left alone 

with your thoughts, your horse and the aban-

doned ruins that disparately dot the landscape. 

As such, the game meditatively moves between 

an emotionally charged climaxes and an un-

settling calm, with a feeling of impending doom 

that increases with every colossus you slay.

Both of these games were released within five 

years of each other, but both feel like they were 

considerably ahead of their time. They are lonely, 

but they are unmatched in their themes, their 

emotional beauty, and how intelligently they 

treat the player. Less really is more.

the second Silent Hill took the setting of the first 

game to create an exercise in psychological 

horror. You play as James Sunderland, a man 

who has received a letter from his wife inviting 

him to Silent Hill – except his wife has been dead 

for the last three years. He feels like he has 

nothing else to live for, so he pursues her invi-

tation. He searches through the broken town in 

the occasional company of strangers, each of 

them with their own worries—and one of them 

looks exactly like his late wife.

There is so much that is wrong with Silent Hill 

2. The combat is very clunky, and aside from the 

tear-jerking monologue that ends the game, the 

voice acting is terrible. It’s unclear whether these 

were deliberate ways of making the player feel 

unease. But all of this can be ignored for how 

well-told the story is. The game is one of the few 

that deals with mature themes in a genuinely 

mature way. It deals with themes of guilt, de-

pression, sexual impotence, incest and social 

ostracisation with results that are heartbreaking. 

It’s one of the most memorable stories in gaming 

history. If you can find the game, it will stay with 

you for a long time after playing it.

Rating: Classic
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CHICKEN SATAY

Food

YOUR SATURDAY STARTS HERE...
Bacon Butties, 

Crepes, Gourmet 
Porridge, 

Detox Juices, & 
Fresh Fruit & Vege www.otagofarmersmarket.co..

Seasonal, local, healthy 
& affordable

Every Saturday morning
dunedin railway station

by Nick Blankendaal 

I am Dutch so I thought “oh I’ll make 

something Dutch!” Alas, I couldn’t find 

anything really Dutch. Just Pancakes or 

how to make pea soup.

I settled on making a meal based 

around a satay sauce recipe which, 

according to Wikipedia, the Dutch stole 

from Indonesia and is now massively 

popular in Holland. This also gave me 

the chance to make peanut butter from 

scratch, something I have always want-

ed to try!

Serves 3-4

Chicken Skewers
500g Chicken breast (beef, mutton and pork will 

do nicely too)

6 tbsp Ketjap Manis (Sweet soy sauce—a must 

have in the kitchen)

2 garlic cloves

1 tsp oil

1 tsp crushed chilli

¼ tsp salt 

bamboo skewers—make sure to soak in water 

for at least ½ an hour before skewering the 

chicken pieces.

Satay Sauce:
1 cup unsalted peanuts

2 tbsp Ketjap Manis

2 tsp oil

¼ tsp salt

1 onion—medium

150ml chicken stock

1 tbsp brown sugar

4 tbsp milk

½ to 1 tsp dried coconut

2 garlic cloves

2 tsp crushed chilli

1 ½ tsp grated ginger (or crushed ginger)

optional—sweet chilli sauce

Method 
Cut the chicken into 3 cm pieces. Place into a 

medium bowl and mix with 2 finely chopped 

garlic cloves, 6 tbsp of ketjap manis and 1 heaped 

tsp of crushed chilli. Cover and leave to marinate 

in the fridge for at least one hour. 

Peanut butter time—make your own by food 

processing the peanuts with ~2 tsp of oil and a 

pinch of salt, mix until desired texture. 

Alternatively buy pre made peanut butter.

Finely chop the onion and chuck it in a pot 

(medium heat) with a dash of oil. Add the rest of 

the chilli and garlic and cook for ~1 min, until 

cooked but not browned.

Add the ginger and chicken stock. When you can 

smell the ginger, add the peanut butter, remain-

ing ketjap manis and brown sugar. Stir well.

Add in the milk and another pinch of salt (check 

to see if it really needs it first!)

Now you can add a dash of sweet chilli if you feel 

like it. Add the coconut too and simmer for a few 

minutes. If you desire a thinner consistency, add 

more milk or water.

To finish the meal, skewer the chicken and grill 

it or cook it on a griddle pan until chicken is 

cooked through and slightly charred. 

Serve with satay sauce on the side, alongside 

with rice, or kroepoek/veggie crisps (I know 

Countdown sells them in the chips aisle). 

Pairs with most vegetables; stir-fry mix always 

works well.
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OUSA STUDENT ART EXHIBITION & SALE

Review: Monique Hodgkinson

SUBLIME

Now that the OUSA Art Week festivities have 

wound down for another year, I think it's safe to 

say that the events were a fantastic success once 

again. Awesome work all you painters, sculptors, 

sketchers, jewellers, activists, volunteers, and 

other art-lovers! It was a fabulous five days 

which helped to make the end of winter a little 

bit more bearable. 

If you didn't manage to make it to the student 

art exhibition and sale, then you missed out big 

time! We had a spectacular range of works this 

year, with incredible levels of artistic skill and 

drive demonstrated across the gallery. 

Something which is so great about student art 

is its freshness, energy and earnestness—with 

a decent serving of angst thrown in for good 

measure. Typography, large-scale abstraction, 

photography, intricate ink drawings, Cubist 

explorations, Pointillism, sculpture, and 

Impressionism filled Union Hall with a market-

place vibe of everything under the scarfie sun. 

There are so many great pieces which I would 

love to review in depth, from the gorgeous 

paintings of Lim Yang Wei and the adorable il-

lustrations of Olivia Andrews, through to the 

contemplative dark horse sculpture of Tori 

Clearwater and jewellery by Yuval Yagolnitzer. 

I was pleased to see a great range of activist 

works this year, chiefly addressing issues of 

climate change, fossil fuels, and feminism. Sarah 

Baird’s striking typographical/illustration works 

were among the first which caught my eye here, 

with Smile bluntly warning that “telling me to 

smile will not get you anywhere”, evoking 

laughter from fellow viewers but also touching 

on important social expectations. Kate Cockroft’s 

Divest also demanded attention with its ground-

ed and grungy call for “DEATH TO FOSSIL FUELS”, 

in which collaged text pours over a fallen earth 

mother. Another work, Motto, also dealt with 

fossil fuels, bringing to attention the University 

of Otago’s refusal to take a stance on this 

serious issue. 

I could spend pages discussing all the things 

I loved about the show, but for the sake of your 

sanity and the size of this page I’ll just pay one 

final mention to the humbly sized yet astound-

ingly executed paintings of Ellie Cathman. A 

Dedicated and Precise Set of Acts and The 

Fearfulness of Open-Hearted Vision perfectly 

encapsulated the light, movement, and genuine 

emotion of individuals in a fluid painterly style. 

Almost reminiscent of Degas, these two works 

truly stood out in terms of their poignancy, 

natural energy, and confident realisation. 

However you chose to take part in OUSA Art 

Week 2016—whether you created a masterpiece 

for the student art exhibition and sale, scoffed 

snacks at the gallery crawl, or doodled your 

name on the giant colouring page in the Link—

cheers for making the week what it was. Time 

to pack away the Crayolas until next year!

photo: Trevor Cokley
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WHY DO WE NEED 
…3D PRINTING?

By Anthony Marris

3D printing (or additive manufacturing) is the 

process where multiple layers of a pliable ma-

terial are applied sequentially to create a new 

object. Youtube channel “Print That Thing” 

showcases some of the products being made 

with 3D printing. One example was motivated 

by the lack of medical supplies due to the Gaza 

conflict. In 2012, Dr Tarek Loubani created a 

stethoscope which costs approximately 50c NZD 

to make and apparently performs better than 

the professional models which retail at about 

$360 NZD. Another is the University of Central 

Florida who are able to make cheap prostheses 

for children, which can be constantly reprinted 

as a child grows. Not to mention DUS Architects 

in the Netherlands, who printed a house from 

recyclable plastic as both a move towards sus-

tainable living, and trying to solve the problem 

of available housing. 

With all the positive things being created 

through 3D printing, surely no one would want 

to make anything destructive….and then we have 

America, home of mass shootings. There are 

plenty of videos on Youtube from companies 

and individuals who demonstrate how to make 

functional 3D printed firearms using plastic and 

even steel. One bloke even made plastic rounds 

which were fired out of a modern handgun. In 

all seriousness, unless you are Agent 47, why 

would you need a 3D printed firearm? The only 

reason I can think of for using a printed plastic 

weapon is if you need to get past a metal detector 

to assassinate someone. But if you have played 

any of the Hitman games, you know that 47 does 

not need a weapon to kill. 

One of the coolest 3D printed objects was 

reported on by Live Science earlier this year. A 

“lost” Rembrandt painting had just come to light, 

except the painting was not lost, nor painted by 

Rembrandt. Instead a computer algorithm was 

able to create an image based on the previous 

works of the Dutch master, and using a 3D print-

er, paint was printed onto a canvas in layers to 

mimic his brushstrokes. Unsurprisingly the art 

critics quoted in the article were appalled that 

such beloved artwork could be reduced to ones 

and zeros, but I believe that this idea allows for 

a new appreciation of art. Obviously you will 

have some enterprising individuals who would 

replicate the works of well known artists and 

pass them off as authentic, but art forgery is not 

a new crime.

In economics, there is a term called disruptive 

innovation. This is when a product enters the 

market, it is initially regarded as niche, but 

eventually becomes assimilated into day to day 

living. I believe that 3D printing falls under this 

category for three reasons. Firstly, the initial 

TL; DR—Long term, 3D 

Printing will change the 

manufacturing process 

for many industries. But 

will this be positive or 

negative?
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costs are relatively inexpensive. 3Ding is a com-

pany in India who are able to make high quality 

3D printers which retail at $420 NZD. Secondly, 

many designs and plans are open source which 

allows for greater collaboration. Thingiverse is 

one such website where people share ideas and 

assist each other with their projects. The vast 

array of awesome/geeky designs shown include 

batarangs, the Phantom’s signet ring, and even 

a knife switch (think of a Frankenstein-type light 

switch). Finally, I believe that long term, 3D 

printing will change the way we manufacture 

objects on a large scale. Buildings will no longer 

be made piecemeal, but whole sections could 

be printed out on site like DUS Architects Canal 

House, thereby saving on labour costs, material 

wastage, and minimising noise pollution. 

Constant refinements in both machine design 

and all stages of a product's fabrication should 

make it more profitable for both the scaling up 

of the printer's size, and large scale investment 

in the technology. The relatively cheap process, 

and the abundance of people willing to collab-

orate over designs to create almost anything 

means that on balance, the world will be a better 

place because of 3D printing. 
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NIMONAI HATE FAIRYLAND 

Review: Laura Starling

Books

Review: Laura Starling

Author + Illustrator:  
Noelle Stevenson

Author + Illustrator: Skottie Young 

It’s almost every child’s dream to be transported 

to a mystical fairyland to complete some com-

plicated and epic quest, making bizarre and cute 

friends along the way, right? 

The eight-year-old Gertrude might have 

fantasised about Fairyland, but she certainly 

wasn’t equipped for the journey. After being 

sucked into Fairyland while playing in her room, 

she falls to the ground, breaking bones upon 

landing. Surrounded by fairy creatures, she is 

told by the fairy queen that all she needs to do 

is retrieve the key and find the magic door in 

order to return to her realm. She’s given a side-

kick who has the handy power of healing, and 

carries a map and instructions to help her on 

her way. Gertrude reluctantly begins her mission. 

I Hate Fairyland is a black comedy graphic 

novel which explores what happens when a 

child is actually faced with the trials of Fairyland. 

We are transported 30 years into the future where 

Gertrude is still trying to locate the key. Gertrude 

may not have physically aged, but she is in fact 

a 36-year-old. The result of growing up in a 

child’s body in a warped reality like Fairyland? 

You have a violent, sadistic, horny, bitter and 

angry person. You watch as she rampages about 

Fairyland, messing up almost all of her oppor-

tunities to succeed in her quest home, and 

leaving a bloody trail of bodies behind her. 

Skottie Young makes his debut for Image 

Comics in this funny, gruesome and dark graphic 

novel. Penning both the story, and the extrav-

agant, candy coloured and over the top art, Young 

manages to create a distinctive and twisted story. 

He plays with the idea of Fairyland being this 

desired and sought after place, considered a treat 

or a dream for children, and instead puts forward 

a more realistic spin on the concept. Being forc-

ibly transported from your home and trapped in 

a world where you are expected to overcome a 

series of riddles and challenges purely just to 

make it home again is messed up. It’s even more 

messed up when you think about the age of the 

children in these kinds of stories, and there’s 

another layer when all the while you’re expected 

to want and love this. 

If you’re into alternative fairytales, this might 

be something for you to look into. While this 

comic is likely to give you a few belly laughs, it 

is very violent—so not for the faint of heart. If 

you don’t like blood, keep your distance.

Lord Ballister Blackheart, our protagonist, sci-

entist and villain, finds Nimona at his lair. 

Nimona is a young, powerful and impulsive 

shape-shifter with a desire to cause havoc and 

bring about destruction. She convinces him to 

take her on as a sidekick. The pair work together 

to mess things up in the Kingdom and get re-

venge against Sir Ambrosius Goldenloin the 

story’s ‘hero’ and the nemesis of Lord Ballister 

Blackheart. This graphic novel is based on the 

webcomic made by Stevenson, but contains 

some extra material. Definitely worth seeking 

out, even if just online. It’s a sweet and unpre-

dictable story, subtly challenging ideas without 

being confrontational.
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GET A YES

—SAD 13

MONSTERS

—STRANGE HARVEST

Review: Millicent Lovelock Review: Lucy Hunter

“Monsters” is on Dunedin duo Strange Harvest’s 

second album Inside a Replica City. It has Amber 

Skye Strange Harvest’s propulsive drum ma-

chine and ominous synth. There’s this terrifying 

descending synth tone that sounds like the 

stabbing noise in Psycho. 

Amber recreates the awkward situation with 

perfect repetitive lyrics. “I know you, I know I 

know you, you pretend that you don’t know me 

but you know that you do.” She sings the things 

you want to say to that dickhead who pretends 

you are a stranger despite being in your tutorials 

for the past two years. “I move my head, I catch 

you watching me, you won’t look me in the eye, 

and it hurts me.” 

Amber’s voice trails on in the way the voices 

in your head do when you’re annoyed:  “We both 

know, yeah we both know, yeah we both know, 

yeah we both know. . . .” 

We both know, you monster. 

You know that thing when you know 

someone, and you know they know 

you, and you’ve met them a few 

times but they pretend they don’t 

know you when you see each other 

out in public? Strange Harvest 

wrote a total banger about 

that thing.

Big Poppa brings youBig Poppa brings you

Poppa’s - Mmmmm
Over the road from Uni Library, 74 Albany St  -  Ph: 477 0598

Sad13 is Speedy Ortiz singer/

guitarist Sadie Dupuis’ solo 

project. For bubbly, late 

‘90s-esque pop bliss check 

out this track

Sad13 is Speedy Ortiz singer/guitarist Sadie 

Dupuis’ solo project. Her first single “Get A Yes” 

is quite a divergence from her trademark dead-

pan vocal delivery and contortionist guitar 

lines, but this poppy little number is not 

altogether surprising. 

Dupuis makes no bones about her love of pop 

culture and music, citing Nicki Minaj and Aaliyah 

as inspirations for Speedy Ortiz’s last album, Foil 

Deer, and tweeting on the regular about fashion, 

Starbucks, and comic books. “Get A Yes” features 

sparse yet fiercely melodic synth lines and 

plucky, distorted bass. Dupuis’ vocals are light 

and effortless, running up and slipping around 

instantly catchy lyrical bites. “Get A Yes” is 

Dupuis coming close to saccharine, a far cry 

from her almost scathing presence in 

Speedy Ortiz. 

The song’s content, though, is very much what 

I have come to expect from Dupuis both as an 

outspoken advocate for women, and as a crush-

ingly clever wordsmith. “Get A Yes” is a consent 

anthem. In the chorus Dupuis is playful but not 

mucking around when she knowingly burbles, 

“I say yes to the dress when I put it on/ I say yes 

if I want you to take it off”. Finally, she sings, “If 

you want to you’ve gotta get a yes”. 

Dupuis explains that pop music often makes 

for the worst kind of sex education by implying 

that there are grey areas of consent in sexual 

encounters. “Get A Yes” clarifies that those grey 

areas don’t exist and every encounter should 

start with clear consent. But despite the serious 

subject matter, this is a fun song. I laughed 

outloud when Dupuis sings, “baby don’t hump 

me”, and I’ve been humming this track in my 

head from first listen. For bubbly, late ‘90s-esque 

pop bliss check out this track and keep your 

eyes peeled for the upcoming album “Slugger”. 
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Cafe, Bar & Live Music Venue
Exclusively Free Range, Gluten Free & Vegan options

Specialty Coffee, Craft Beer & Single Malt Whisky

Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

Dog With Two Tails, right beside Rialto cinemas | Open 7 days , Tues-Sat open late |  live music performance | www.dogwithtwotails.co.nz | 03 477 4188  

Each week, we lure two singletons 

to Dog With Two Tails, ply them 

with food and alcohol, then wait 

for their reports to arrive in our 

inbox. If this sounds like you, 

email critic@critic.co.nz But be 

warned —if you dine on the free 

food and dash without sending us 

a writeup, a Critic writer will write 

one under your name.  And that 

won’t end well for you.

Love is Blind

Critic’s infamous 

blind-date column 

brings you weekly 

shutdowns, hilariously 

mis-matched pairs, and 

the occasional hookup

PETUNIA VERNONhis

With a few cheeky Jager shots already down, my flatmates pro-

ceeded to drop me off at the Dog with Two Tails, where a tall, 

handsome, blonde (though somewhat balding) guy was waiting 

for me. Eenie Meenie Miney Mo was used almost instantaneously 

as we struggled to decide on a drink order – my main priority, 

as it was obvious I had come in hot and he had a long way to go 

to catch up. 

After a delicious meal, a not so delicious cocktail, and a tequila 

shot (or three), I ended up striking a conversation with a lost 

looking woman sitting near by. Jackpot, she turned out to be a 

nude model for art classes. I immediately sensed a threesome 

potential, but alas my fellow date obviously did not, as not a 

single move was made by him all night. Poor clitoris.  

At a loss of where to go next after the bar tab dried up, our 

nudist friend suggested a local art gallery showing, which we 

proceeded to head to (with a quick detour into a sports bar to 

satiate our curiosity as to whether darts was an Olympic sport, 

disclaimer they didn’t know either). Unfortunately this was already 

closed. So the three of us headed to Nova to enjoy a cone (unfor-

tunately not of the green variety), donuts and crème brulee (thanks 

date for actually having money) before alas, we parted our ways 

and I ended my night, in bed, alone, with a tactical vom, waking 

up to a phone full of outgoing drunken calls (sorry tonsillitis boy). 

Though my date may not quite have made the cut to make it 

onto my rotation, he seems like the type of gentleman you’d take 

home to meet the folks. Not quite what I was expecting on the 

critic blind date, and not quite what my thriving pussy was want-

ing, but a fun night nonetheless.

After my first experience with the Critic's blind dating service, 

resulting in a mix up of my gender (Cheers Hugh), a few laughs 

and a great story I arrived at the Dog with Two Tails unsure of 

what lay ahead of me for the evening.

My date arrived, a few drinks ahead of me and she was quick 

to let me know she was smart, pretty and humble but was also 

polite enough to ask some things about myself. As we quickly 

worked our way through the bar tab and conversation deepened 

and we enjoyed an array of drinks we mutually agreed to upgrade 

her status to beautiful, intelligent and humble. As much as we 

were enjoying our evening it was brightened up more when my 

date made a new friend while I was in the bathroom.

The friend was waiting for Dave, a potential new flat mate when 

my beautiful, intelligent and humble date used those attributes 

of hers to gain us a third wheel. Qualified as an archeologist, our 

new friend possess a wide ranging working profile including her 

current job as a nude model for artists.

Finishing the evening off sharing a Nova cone with my dates 

was more than I had anticipated after my first experience with 

the Critic service. Thanks to dates and the critic for the great 

evening, and also to Mark, my original date for keeping my ex-

pectations low.

hers



are also the OUSA liaison with the Postgraduate 

Society and work on initiatives and campaigns that 

are relevant to those students.

International 10hrs: Similarly, this role can 

also only be voted for by international students 

and chairs the International Committee, ICOM. 

Throughout the year this role runs events both 

for the international students, and for the wider 

Dunedin public to experience the diverse cultures 

that come to Dunedin to study. This role promotes 

closeness between the different cultures on cam-

pus, and advocates for the voices of these students.

If any of these positions interest you, then just 

bring along two people to nominate you to the main 

OUSA office with your IDs and the nomination form 

found online here - ousa.org.nz. This year, three 

people can also nominate someone they think 

would be good for one of these roles. If nominated 

they will be notified and will have to give their con-

sent. Being part of OUSA is such a wonderful oppor-

tunity and I look forward to the elections.

Take care, 

 

 

Laura Harris - president@ousa.org.nz

Welfare 20hrs: This portfolio liaises with welfare 

stakeholders within the University and wider Dune-

din community. This person is responsible for chair-

ing the Welfare Committee, WelCom, and is the most 

campaign intensive position, with several successful 

welfare campaigns happening every year.

Campaigns 10hrs: This is a facilitating role, help-

ing other Executive members undertake their pro-

jects and campaigns. They also help with strategies 

and campaigns during any local and national elec-

tions, and often develop their own campaigns to 

manage throughout the year.

Colleges 10hrs: This role liaises with the repre-

sentatives from all colleges, who form the Colleges 

Committee that they chair. They are also charged 

with making sure students in all colleges are rep-

resented in any issues they may have.

Recreation 10hrs: This portfolio works closely 

with the Clubs and Societies staff to make sure the 

aforementioned groups are well looked after and 

that students are getting the most out of the recrea-

tion opportunities we offer. They are also responsi-

ble for chairing the Grants Committee and chairing 

the Blue’s and Gold’s awards panel.

Post Grad 10hrs: This officer can only be voted for 

by postgraduate students, and is their representa-

tive on University postgraduate committees. They 

President’s Column 
Half of being on the OUSA Executive involves gen-

eral Executive duties, such as attending University 

meetings, walking in the graduation parades, col-

lecting for charity and assisting with events and 

campaigns run by the staff and departments of 

OUSA. The other half involves one of the portfolios 

below, that you can run for in the upcoming elec-

tions. Nominations close on the 8th , so have a read 

of the below positions and get nominated this week!

Administrative VP 20hrs: This portfolio oversees 

the policy and constitution of OUSA, updating our 

guiding documents and keeping them relevant. 

They also run the referendums and liaise with Ex-

ecutive members about their roles.

Finance 20hrs: This role involves budgeting and 

financial management of the Executive accounts at 

OUSA, as well as higher level financial discussions 

and proposals from a governance perspective. 

Many of these ideas remain confidential until acted 

upon publically by the Association.

Education 20hrs: This role is the primary liaison 

between University committees and OUSA, acting 

as the student representative on most groups that 

allow for that position. They also chair the Educa-

tion Committee, EdCom, and undertake education 

related campaigns.

Nominations are now open!
for more info & nomination forms, check out elections.ousa.org.nz




